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Anti-war drum

Rallying
for peace

UM urges
students
to vote

heltrawslier

Mario Moretto
Opinion Editor
"You are the peacemakers. Do not grow
faint and weary."
That was the advice that Al Larson of
Veterans for Peace had for the crowd
assembled for the peace rally at Paul
Bunyan Park in Bangor Saturday, Sept. 13.
Hundreds crowded around the gazebo to
hear speakers and musicians and show their
support for peace.
"By being here, you affirm that those
waging war are not doing it in our names,"
said Doug Allen, professor of philosophy at
the University of Maine and the master of
ceremonies for the rally.
Peace was not the only issue addressed
at the rally on Saturday, but it was the most
prevalent. Issues such as housing, health
care, livable wage, education,justice, compassion and hope were also given a nod
with signs hung around the gazebo where
speakers and musicians took the mic.
The election season could not be forgotten at the rally. Supporters hoisted
"Obama-Allen" signs.
After speaking on the connection
between working-class people in America
and those in Iraq, labor activist Katrina
Bisheimer told the crowd,"We can change
this disastrous course [in Iraq] by voting
and holding our representatives accountable."
Mary Trotochaud mentioned the coming
elections."We are in the middle of an election season, and it distresses me how little
time of the discussion is about a war that is
five years old." Trotochaud has lived in the
Eryk Salvaggio•The Maine Campus
war-torn country and maintains contacts
there to this day. "It will take our voices, A parade of protesters, led by a peace drum, moves from Bass Park to the Hammond
Street Church in Bangor on Saturday.
See PEACE on page 5

By Rhiannon Sawtelle
For the Maine Campus
UMaine-UVote, an effort striving to educate
students about the registration process, hopes to
ramp up voting.
Students are able to register at all the hot
spots on campus. The Memorial Union, dining
commons, Recreation Center and blood drives
will give students the chance to register.
With the presidential election close at hand,
young voters seek involvement and many will
vote for the first time. UMaine-UVote, a nonpartisan committee of students and faculty,
wants to help.
The group's goal is to educate students about
voting, the electoral process and registering for
Nov. 4.
"Our main drive is voter registration," said
Associate Dean of Students Angel Loredo, who
heads the committee.
UMaine Rocks the Vote, the group's biggest
event, will be held on Oct. 16 and host local
bands and candidates, along with representation
from many political parties. Candidates will
mingle with the students,state and college political groups will provide information, and a
range of musicians will share their talents.
While urging students to vote, the event is not
meant to preach.
UMaine Rocks the Vote has brought political
icons such as former Senator Jonathan Edwards,
the Bush twins and Pat LaMarche to campus.
The group brought Hillary Clinton to the
Recreation Center last spring and hopes to bring
Senator Susan Collins this year.
"We want to bring the candidates to the students," Loredo said.

See VOTE on page 7

Tobacco Free Campus lacks plan of action
By Jessica Fish
Assistant News Editor

stages. "Nothing will be finalized until to help smokers who are looking for
we hear from many students and facul- ways to quit. Some of the suggested
ty groups," Dana said. "This won't options include nicotine patches and
After more than a year of delibera- become policy until we have substantial gum, medication and mentors.
Student Senator Carl Anderson, the
tion and research, the Tobacco Free community input."
"We found that when we talk and student representative on the TFCC,
Campus Committee has not put forth a
educate people about the rationale mentioned that building a gazebo for
plan of action.
Lauri Sidelko, co-chair of the TFCC, behind why, they get it. They become tobacco users had been suggested.
said the focus this summer was on supportive — even smokers," the other "Other people don't necessarily have to
research and gathering input from TFCC co-chair, Polly Moutevel is- be a part of it," Anderson said about
giving smokers a designated tobaccoUMaine employees. Sidelko described Burgess said.
The project has incurred negligible use site.
the employee response as showing
"We've never talked about that,"
"overwhelming support" and said the cost, according to Sidelko. Most fundgroup will focus on students' views this ing has come from donations by Sidelko said. "He [Anderson] has never
Healthy Maine Partnerships, and the been to a meeting — there has not been
fall.
Dean Robert Dana stressed that committee is investigating grant money. talk about that ... it [a gazebo] encourThe grants will help pay for services ages people to smoke because it is a
everything is still in the planning
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social gathering place."
The committee has repeatedly
stressed that this will be a policy of
compliance.
"We are not asking people to quit —
we're saying it's your right to smoke. If
we do pass this policy, we're going to
ask them not to do it here," Sidelko
said.
She added that similar programs
were being enacted on more than 100
campuses across the United States,
adding that the University of Maine at
Farmington and the University of New
England were two campuses in Maine

See TOBACCO on page 7
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Suspended student helped out by stranger
By Nick McCrea
Editor in Chief
After reading the story of a former
University of Maine student who was
placed on academic suspension — which
the student attributes to a bank mix-up — a
Houlton man offered more than $900 to
help the student work his way back into
school. The two have never met in person.
John Marshall, 19, graduated with honors from Foxcroft Academy and came to the
university in fall 2007. He hoped to keep his
focus on school and getting a business or
international affairs degree.
"I was the first kid to go to college in my
family," Marshall said. "I wanted to push
myself to do well."
A few weeks into the school year,
Marshall said one of his friends told him
something that took his focus off school —
police and the university were looking for
information about him.
Police asked the university to post a
notice to FirstClass, which included a photograph of an individual they wanted to contact in order to investigate a suspected
fraudulent withdrawal from an ATM.

Marshall's friends recognized him as the FirstClass. One was taken down within a
man in the picture.
few hours. The other was up for almost two
Marshall said he contacted the police and weeks, according to Marshall. The universithe bank soon after. He found that the ty said it was taken down within eight
University Credit Union made a mistake hours.
when entering data, makThe bank apologized to
ing it appear that
Marshall and corrected the
"If you cry outfor
Marshall was drawing
error in their system.
money from someone help, there is someone
"This whole thing was
else's account.
very unfortunate and could
out there someplace
A UCU employee hit a
have been avoided had
willing to listen to
wrong key when entering
things worked out differentinformation into the
ly, but mistakes do happen,"
you and maybe even
bank's coding system,
Walsh said."We did everyhelp you."
which caused the mix-up,
thing in our power to coraccording
to
UCU
rect it as quickly as possiPresident Matt Walsh.
Stan Ginish ble."
UCU employees made 56-year-old ex-Navy SEAL
"It was a frustrating
several attempts to conexperience," Marshall said.
tact Marshall by phone
He said the situation caused
and e-mail when they discovered their error a lot of stress because people looked at him
on the same day it occurred, Walsh said. differently after his image had been tied to
They did not hear from Marshall until he the police investigation. Sorting out the
learned police were trying to find him.
error took up a great deal of his time, he
Police informed the university there had said, and problems with his family's living
been a mistake, and the university deleted situation added even more stress.
the online photographs. Marshall said the
The bank mix-up, police queries and
posting was placed in two folders on home problems during those first few

months of school hindered Marshall's studies. "I was focusing a lot of energy on this
for a couple of months, and my grades really started to suffer," Marshall said. His
grades have not recovered.
"After I failed calculus and got Cs in
pretty much everything else, I got put on
academic probation in the second half of the
year, and it was just too much pressure on
top of everything else," Marshall said. "The
stress got to be too much for me, and I
couldn't dig myself out."
Marshall passed calculus in high school
and graduated with a 3.2 grade point average. In his first year at UMaine, his GPA fell
below 1.4 and the university informed him
over the summer that he would be placed on
academic suspension and could not return
this semester.
Marshall appealed his suspension over
the summer,citing extenuating personal circumstances that caused his falling grades,
but the appeal was denied.
According to the undergraduate student
catalog,"appeals which explain extenuating
circumstances (health problems, family

See STRANGER on page 7

Something for everyone at Wells Commons
Hasan Haider
For the Maine Campus
Students at the University of Maine
now have a new place to eat. Wells
Conference Center replaced the Wells
Commons on June 21.
Glenn Taylor, executive chef for
Hilltop Commons and Wells Center, considers the facility the second largest project on campus in recent years since the
Student Recreation and Fitness Center.
Better dining opportunities and a new
menu have attracted many patrons.
Located behind Lord Hall, Wells is the
fifth dining commons, on campus — the

third that is currently open. The facility
that once served only students with meal
plans is now open to everyone.
"We wanted resident students, commuters, faculty and staff to be able to use
this facility," said Kathy Kittridge, associate director of dinning services."We offer
good value for meal plans. Our prices are
competitive for non-meal plan customers."
It took five to six weeks to demolish
the previous structure. During the twoyear, $11-million construction, Wells
Center had no deadlines. As a result, there
were numerous delays in completing the
conference rooms and cafeteria.

"It's hard to open during a semester,"
Taylor said. The idea to open Wells
Commons June 21 was to allow plenty of
time to train the staff and make menu
adjustments.
From paninis, pizza and gelato to the
salad and stir fry bars, Wells Center offers
a variety of dining options.
"Paninis are very big and draw people
there," said Kenneth Violette, dining service manager. "The market place is very
busy; this will give people another
option."
In the middle of the fall semester, the
meal exchange will include the to-go
option, which will offer choices like

rotisserie chicken and reheatable
microwave meals.
The conference center at the top floor
opened in late April and facilitates student
and non-student meetings. It also hosts
catering events.
The grand opening for the cafeteria on
the ground floor is anticipated sometime
in October, while the conference rooms
will open during the spring semester.
"We are really excited about the opening," Violette said. "It only gets better
from here."
Wells Center is open weekdays from
Monday through Thursday, 7 a.m. to 7
p.m. and Fridays from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Community a endar
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Games Night: SEPT.
Scavenger
Hunt
8 p.m.
Marketplace dining rooms,
Memorial Union

"A Chunk of My SEPT.
Soul:" One
Nurse's FirstHand Account
of the Vietnam War
12:15 p.m.

Bingo, Scrabble & cribbage
tournaments, board games
and more.

Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
By Beth Parks, Cooperative
Extension Professor Emerita,
part of the Women in the
Curriculum and Women's
Studies Program Fall 2008
Lunch Series.

"Lessons
SEPT.
Have Learned:
Reflections on
Higher
Education, Economic
Vitality and a Civil
Society"
4 p.m.

16

15

17

Minsky Recital Hall
The Inaugural Distinguished
Presidential Lecture by
alumnus A.D. "Pete" Correll,
retired CEO of GeorgiaPacific and current chair of
Atlanta Equity.

Orono • s five-day forecast
Monday:A.M. showers

high

Tuesday: Mostly sunny

66 44
high

t

www.mainecampus•com

low

Wednesday: Partly cloudy

64" 47
high

To submit your event to The Maine Campus Community Calendar, please send
time, day, date, location and fee information to news@mainecampus.com or drop it off in our office,
located in the basement of The Memorial Union. Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9 a.m. Wednesday for Thursday publication.

low

low

Thursday: Sunny

high

low

Friday: Sunny
r
high

low
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Trail and
Tribulations
One student's experience
on the Appalachian Trail
By Jessica Fish
Assistant News Editor

And then I look at my sleeping bag ...
notice there's a tag on the bottom and I
look at it and say,'You know what that is?
Joe Lawlor sits comfortably in his leather chair in the Extra weight.' So I rip it right off ..."
Memorial Room in the Union, idly clicking through the Lawlor pauses and smiles as if he's about
to tell a joke,"thus creating a hole about six
photos on his computer.
"Probably the best moment of the trip," he says, point- inches long on the bottom of my already
ing to a shot of uninterrupted evergreen forest and a cloud- too-thin sleeping bag."
This was only one of the several misless sky. 'This is the first day. I was hoping every day
fortunes I Awlor details. Over the course
would be like this."
of a week, Lawlor battled snowdrifts, disHe leans back in his chair and sighs at the memory.
Lawlor is a fourth-year business major with a market- appearing trails, exhaustion and broken
ing specialization and a minor in public relations who water filters. But his most 'exciting story
spent a week this summer hiking the Appalachian Trail in came on the last day,only a few hundred feet
southern Maine. In a button-down blue shirt and khakis, it from his final destination.
"I was walking along, and I saw 30 yards
is hard to picture this professional business student slogging through some of the most difficult terrain in the east- up ahead of me a small bull moose. I can't keep
walking toward it, but I'm also not going to walk
ern United States.
The Appalachian Trail, completed in 1937, starts in back because I'm tired. So he's staring at me;I'm
Georgia and winds its way north 2,175 miles along the staring at him. Felt like 10 minutes, just sitting
Eastern Seaboard, culminating at Mt. Katandin in Maine. like, '1 don't know what to do either.,dude.'
"So eventually he walks to paces off the trail,
Nicknamed the "People's Path," approximately 4 million
people travel the trail each year, according to the National and I suddenly can't see him .anymore. I mean,
he just blends. So I start walking again, and I walk
Park Service.
past where he was, and I'm a little on edge because
of
journey
at
the
foot
chose
to
begin
his
Lawlor
Baldpate Mountain along Highway 17, traveling 65 miles I'd rather meet a bear than a moose to be honest."
Bears are skittish, Lawlor explains. But moose?
along what is,generally,consOered the totyhest pan of the
"Moose are dumb. They see
'trail. It rained for siX daYswithOutigpyou, they don't know if you're a
ping.
moose or you're going to shoot
According to the Appalachian Trail
Conservancy Web site, "Maine's 281 "I'm going on a hike,'I them. They'd rather trample you
miles are generally considered the most
told my boss. 'I'll see than have to look at you."
"Anyway, I walk past where he was
difficult of all 14 states." The site,
you in two months.'" standing,
and I hear this grunting,
which ranks each portion of the trail on
moose noise. And I'm like, `Are
a scale of one to 10, 10 being the most
difficult, says most of the Maine secJoe Lawlor you kidding me?' So the moose is
tion is ranked between three and 10.
Fourth-year following me, I can hear him buckThe western section ofthe Maine trail,
business major with a ing," Lawlor pauses to imitate the
on the floor.
area
where Lawlor chose to hike, is "an
marketing specialization moose by stamping feet
"I'm looking bad every 10 feet to see
of extremely steep, 4,000-foot mounthat he's not charging me, until I finally
tains, arguably the toughest part of the
make it to this interstate and eventualentire AN. ,.. Even the strongest hikers
may average only one mile an hour in some mts," the site ly this guy in a really nice pickup truck pulls up on
the side of the road."
describes.
"I'm thinking, 'All right, you could be anydaystatistics.
Lawlor
had
humbling
Despite these
dreamed about hiking the Appalachian Trail since high one, a mass murderer I don't care at this point;
school but never had the time. Finally, after a bout with you're not a moose."
Lawlor leans back in •his chair, looking
depression, he decided to give it a try.
almost
as tired as if he had just outrun anoth"I'm going on a hike,' I told my boss. 'I'll see you in
er
moose.
"Worst moment — not impressed by
memory.
He
smiling
at
the
two months,— Lawlor says.
began buying gear for the trip six weeks in advance and being chased bya moose. It was weird; I was
half-scared and half-like, 'Is this really happenended up spending approximately $600.
"I cheaped out on only one thing. The Keinyer back- ing? This is a good story, if I'm nottrampled. This
pack I bought from China was 40 bucks. Horrendous mis- would make a good story for soniebOdy.—
The best moment of the trip for Lawlor came on
take. Packing it before the trip. I'm putting stuff in, and it's
ripping apart, like everything was put on with Elnier's glue the first day. He clicks through his photos until he
... the main straps were about this wide," he holds his comes back to the first one, the vista taken from the
thumb and forefinger apart three inches,"At the end, there top of Baldpate Mountain, where the adventure
was only this last little bit; it was hanging by a thread. began.
"I'd just climbed this whole friggin' mountain,
Cheaping out on the backpack was the mistake of the trip."
One of the pictures Lawlor took of himself gives a clear just sheer cliff, and I finally get to the top and look
shot of the ill-fated backpack patched together with pieces around, and it's just beautiful."
Lawlor's voice drops into an almost reverential
of silver duct tape.
"I carried all my own gear," Lawlor says. "My pack tone. "It was quiet already, but then everything goes —
weighed about 60 pounds, and T hadn't biked since Boy I mean, complete silence. No breeze, no mosquitoes,
Scouts, five years prior." Lawlor said he only made 5.6 just nothing. I had never heard complete silence."
"I'd suggest this for anyone who has depression,
miles after the first full day of hiking,
He describes the first day as incredibly hard, beginning just to get away from all the stressors in life and just
with a steep ascent which could only be climbed with the see that there are other things. Makes you feel really
help of strategically placed metal poles hammered into small just standing on top of a mountain."
Lawlor falls quiet for a moment and stares off
bare rock.
He spent the first night in an adirondack, small shelters into empty space, his mind clearly wanderset up every 10 miles along the trail. As soon as he made ing back to the mountaintop. With a faint
camp, Lawlor said he started to reconsider some of the smile on his face, he sums up that
things he had packed. "I built a nice fire and start burning moment. "It's the closest to God I've
all the stuff I don't need — I lose about 10 pounds of stuff. ever experienced."

All photos by Joe Lawlor
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Following the money No room for first-years
Additional, higher fees anger UMaine students
Jeremy Parker

like 'The Maine Campus' newspaper and
WMEB," Casey said. All students pay $15 per
semester.
Aside from the mandatory fees all students
Faced with a 9.5 percent increase in tuition
and national talk of recession, students at the pay, some are paying other fees as well. Some
University of Maine are also finding a list of colleges at the university, including the colmiscellaneous fees on their bill — $965 worth leges of business and engineering, have class
per semester for an undergraduate taking fees'that vary with the amount of credits taken
in classes within those colleges. Deans of feebetween 12 and 15 credits.
Approved by the Board of Trustees, the charging colleges must request these specific
four mandatory fees are paid by every student fees and state how the money will be used.
Having switched student billing from
at the university. How much each student pays
is dependent on a few factors, notably credit cards sent in the mail to splitting the information between Web DSIS and MaineStreet,
hours taken.
The priciest of these is the unified fee, this summer has caused many students to
also receive the $100
which according to
late fee.
Bursar Dennis Casey is
"I was bugged about
for "a lot of costs not
"I was bugged about the
the change in billing,
directly
associated
change in billing, because I
because I was having to
with tuition — for
example, the library, was having to switch between switch
between
the Union, Student MaineStreet and DSIS to find MaineStreet and DSIS
to find out what was
Records and so on."
out what was going on."
going on," said Ryan
The unified fee costs
Labelle, fifth year comthe average full-time
undergraduate student
Ryan Labelle puter science major.
$803 per semester.
Claire Strickland,
Fifth-year computer science major
Students' fees are
director of budget, said,
"I've heard of this probalso paying for the new
Student Recreation and Fitness Center built lem and that several inappropriate additions
last year. Whether or not they actually use the have been removed from students' bills."
According to information given from its
facility, each UMaine student taking more than
six credits will pay a recreation fee of$102 per Web site, students at the University of New
Hampshire have a variety of mandatory fees,
semester.
"That money goes toward paying bonds the many similar to UMaine's. Students taking
university borrowed to build the Rec. Center," ,between nine and 20 credits pay $1,168 per
Casey said. For this fee, only classes taken on semester in fees, while students with five to
the University of Maine campus count toward eight credits pay $584, and students at UNH
the credits for determining the cost the student with less than five credits only pay a $15
technology fee.
pays.
Vice President of Finance and
The only fee that is different for undergraduates and graduates is the activity fee. Administration, Janet Waldron said, "I
Undergraduates with six or more credits pay feel our fees are very reasonable and
often lower than other institutions."
this, as do all enrolled graduates.
"Students who feel they have an
"That fee is for activities and locations for
campus groups and is issued directly to the exception to a fee can appeal through the
Government,"
said. dean of their college through the retroacCasey
Student
Undergraduates pay a $45 activity fee per tive appeals process," Casey said.
If you feel you should not have to pay
semester and graduate students pay $30.
The smallest of the four mandatory fees is a mandatory fee, submit a statement to
the communications fee, paid by all students the dean of your college for considerawith six or more credits. "This covers things tion.

For the Maine Campus

Be nice to
animals!

Development
Applications for Spring Semester

Student
Teaching/Internships
are now available at the
Student Teaching Office, 135
Shibles Hall.
Application deadline is

Friday, October 3, 2008
for students ready to begin
an internship in the Spring
2009 Semester.
For further information, calf
Pamela Kimball at 581-2456

By Nichole Preble

four students who were put into each
of these lounges are furnished with
no more than two desks and two
For the 11th consecutive year, the dressers to share, in comparison to
University of Maine welcomed a one desk and one dresser per person
record-breaking first-year class to in double rooms.
In the Oxford, Somerset and Knox
campus.
"We're thrilled about the size and resident halls, lounges are located in
quality of the new class," said Robert the middle of the building, leaving it
Dana, dean of students. "It says vol- without a window. Lounges in
umes about how friendly UMaine is Androscoggin, Cumberland and
Gannett Halls are located to the side
and how high-quality UMaine is."
As a consequence of this first-year of each building, but have large wininflux, the university has had to be dows facing the main hallways.
creative in order to provide housing.
In an attempt to fix the situation,
Out of 2,173 first-year students, thin layers of colored paper have
approximately 200 are reportedly liv- been pasted over the glass to create
ing in converted study halls within some sense of privacy. Staff members
first-year
resident
measured windows and
halls.
will soon equip the
UMaine Director
study halls with blinds.
of Public Relations
Student complaints
"We just really
Joe Carr explained
about the
window
that remodeling projcan't settle in."
problems include faint
ects at Colvin and
colorful glows from
Stodder
the hallway lights and
Halls
James Crossland
reduced the number
unwanted amounts of
First-year
student of noise early in the day
of available rooms
Cumberland Hall and late at night.
this semester. When
those projects are
"The lights go on
complete, Carr said,
and off at night," Guy
the student housing
Landers said, noting
situation will be significantly the light switch for his room in Knox
enhanced.
Hall located on the outside.
A number of students who live in the
Faculty and students have mixed
opinions on the Overcrowding issue. study lounges applied for housing later
"I absolutely love it!" said Jennifer than suggested. "There was a sharp
Cornish, a first-year student residing increase in housing requests as we
in a lounge of Cumberland Hall. moved toward September, and that is
Cornish and others embraced the when it became clear that it would be
"roomy" atmosphere of the study difficult to satisfy all of those requests,"
Carr said.
halls.
Despite some inconveniences, one disThe temporary housing, according
to some students, provides a better appointment with the lounges is that they
social experience than regular rooms will be temporary.
on campus. Some students leave their
"We just really can't settle in," said
doors open to welcome and invite James Crossland, a first-year resident of
others into their rooms —sometimes Cumberland Hall.
to study and other times to socialize.
Notifications were sent via e-mail telling
With all the bonuses that these students they will move out of the lounge
temporarily provide, there are still a rooms and into actual resident rooms soon.
Relocation has begun for some living
number of basic accommodations
these rooms lack.
in lounges, while others are still waiting
Inadequate furniture is an issue in for their opportunity to move into a real
these "suites." At most, the three or room.

For the Maine Campus

'Controversy' lectures begin with Gandhi
permanent choice to go down a level?"
Allen asked.
Joseph Nabozny, a student attending
The Socialist and Marxist Studies the lecture, thought Allen's criticism
Series began on Thursday with profes- on some of Gandhi's views added an
sor Doug Allen speaking about interesting factor to the lecture.
"I think Gandhi's conflicting ideoloMahatma Gandhi and his socialist
gy, as portrayed by Allen's lecture, realviews.
Allen said Gandhi identified himself ly gave it that dynamic aspect I wasn't
as both a socialist and communist, expecting to hear," Nabozny said.
declaring that he felt like "a blend of
Although Allen was critical at first,
he later detailed Gandhi's strengths on
the two."
He explained some of the inconsis- his view of communism.
Allen explained Gandhi's ends-bytencies in Gandhi's ideas. Allen said
the non-violent leader had conflicting means theory, his emphasis on moraliviews on capitalism and capital, and he ty and his analysis of violence as
criticized Gandhi's plan to make the points that should be viewed by conwealthy adopt socialism.
temporary socialists as a model for
Gandhi preached non-violence and modern socialism.
wrote that the upper class would need to
Gandhi's theory of non-violence
give up their money and adopt socialism was a huge platform in his socialistic
on their own. Allen thought Ghandi was view. Allen said that though Gandhi
naive to think socialism could be was influenced by the likes of modern
accepted without force of any kind.
socialists like Leo Tolstoy, he felt that
"Why should the wealthy make a they were too accepting of violence as
By Bryan Stackpole

For the Maine Campus

the means to get the end result of
socialism.
Gandhi believed if you had to use
unsavory means to establish socialism,
it was not worth the effort.
Allen read passages about Gandhi's
reverence to morality and truth.
Though Gandhi spoke extensively
about God, truth was the foundation of
his socialism.
"God is truth. Atheists don't believe
in God, but they do believe in truth,"
Allen quoted. He explained that
Gandhi believed morality had to be the
foundation of a socialistic state.
"The hope is that these programs
will invite the public into a low-pressure and highly educational lecture,"
former
UMaine
Peace
Action
Committee President Jeffrey Hake said.
The "Controversy Series" will continue on Sept. 18 in the Bangor Room
of the Memorial Union as professor
Alex Grab will speak on going to war,
with an emphasis on the Middle East.

Vote on November 4th!
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UMaine passes Cutler
privatization deadline
Dylan Riley

not, at present, process claims from
MaineCare or offer third-party billing
options to students, except for preThe summer deadline for privatiz- scriptions, since UMaine no longer has
ing the Cutler Health Center passed, an on-campus pharmacy.
and the University of Maine has not
Cutler includes pharmaceutical
chosen a contractor for the job.
services. The center's pharmacist left
As of 2008, the university's Health the university at the end of February,
Services Review Committee began but a partnership with Orono
considering privatizing Cutler in an Pharmacy on Mill Street replaced the
attempt to free up university funds and on-campus service March I.
let students use private health insur"It is the university's expectation
ance. UMaine originally hoped to that once the contract is fully actualselect a contractor in
ized, the selected conMay and have the
tractor shall generate
"We are continuing to revenue for the univercompany start in
make progress in what sity," Baldacci said in
July.
The
university
has turned out to be a April.
accepted contractor
A
campus-wide
compicated and time- health
bids Jan. 31. The
services fee was
consuming process."
HSRC has since
considered
as
a
examined them, trymethod of meeting
ing to leave the stunew costs because of
Steven Weinberger
dents with improved
the privatization, but
Assistant Vice President
services
the university will
at
no
for Human Resources reject any plan that
increased
cost,
according to vice
leaves its students with
president for administration and additional cost, according to Baldacci.
finance, Janet Waldron, and June
"This exercise is both complicated
Baldacci, director of purchasing and and detailed. We have completed our
resource efficiency. Despite the delay, analysis of the proposals received. At
the university is still adamant about the moment, we are further refining our
privatizing Cutler.
thinking in order to generate a resolu"We are continuing to make tion of high quality," Weinberger said.
progress in what has turned out to be a
The center serves 20 to 25 percent
complicated and time-consuming of the student body. UMaine spends
process," said Steven Weinberger, approximately $1.4 million annually
assistant vice president for human on Cutler, but including clinical costs,
resources.
Cutler's entire operation comes to $2.4
UMaine required bidders to have
million, according to the committee in
Assistant News Editor

Michael Ballard + The Maine Campus
Protesters with flags stand at the rear of the crowd in Bass Park on Saturday.
and
our
coming neck by Secret Service agents.
together, to change
"If you'd seen this, two men assailing
from page 1 the situation in Iraq." a woman, you'd hope the police would be
UMaine
history there to help, but this was the police."
student Hosain Aghamoosa spoke about
Goodman spoke at length about the
U.S. foreign policy. He denounced the implications of arresting journalists and
"military-industrial complex" as the true the state of the media, saying,"when you
force driving policy. According to arrest and silence journalists, you close
Aghamoosa, in Iraq and Afghanistan, the eyes and ears of democracy."
"No amount of foreign soldiers will
According to Goodman, more than 40
defeat a dislike of foreign soldiers. journalists were arrested in St. Paul. She
Something must be done before the also lamented the same model that has
region is made even more unstable."
led to journalists embedding with miliAfter the speeches and music, the tary units in Iraq, which she says is bad
crowd assembled behind Brooksville for democracy, is also starting to be the
native Peter Baldwin's large mobile Model used in cities across America.
drum. Baldwin led most of the attendees
"While we were being pushed back by
on a march toward the Hammond Street police officers, Fox News was embedded
Church where WERU hosted a talk by with them," Goodman related, bringing

Peace

Democracy Now! host and producer,

Amy Goodman. The procession stretched
for blocks and was subject to a few hecklers — and far more supportive "honks
for peace" from drivers-by.
As the crowd reached the church, they
were invited to listen to the Belfast chapter of Raging Grannies, an international
group of elderly anti-war women. The
Raging Grannies sang a few songs before
everyone headed into the church to await
Goodman's arrival.
After a brief introduction from WERU
staff, Goodman took the microphone at
the church to a standing ovation. She first
spoke about her recent arrest in St. Paul
while covering the Republican National
Convention.
While interviewing delegates inside
the convention, Goodman had received a
phone call telling her that two of her producers, Sharif Abdel Kouddous and
Nicole Salazar, were being arrested.
Goodman ran to the parking lot where it
was happening and — as hundreds of
thousands saw on YouTube — Goodman
was arrested after asking police to free
her colleagues. According to Goodman,
she continued to show her press credentials and demanded to be released, only
to have her credentials ripped off her

up another topic of the talk: The difference between independent media and

corporate media.
She also mentioned the "pre-emptive
raids" by St. Paul police officers on both
the Glass Bead Collective and Eyewitness
Collective, the money received.by the city
of St. Paul from the RNC for lawsuits
against the city resulting from arrests outside the convention and what she sees as
the general failure of the mainstream
media to adequately serve the country. All
of this, Goodman said, "has a chilling
effect on democracy."
"We need a media that covers power,
not covers for power. We need a media
that truly is the fourth estate, not for the
state," Goodman said.
At the end of her talk, Goodman stood
in front of the microphone and received a
standing ovation. "Democracy!" she said,
with her fist in the air.
Fred Bailey, a Bangor resident and
attendee of Goodman's talk, said, "She's
been giving the same speech for a long
time about the importance of independent
media in times of war, but the examples
just keep coming. We're looking at a fascist movement here fin the U.S.], and
they're already in power. Amy Goodman
helps fight that. I'm Sure."

2007.

access to laboratory facilities and provide appropriate student medication

A brief, updated last April by the
university's
Bureau
Labor
of
Education, outlines the risks of privatization. It stresses accountability,
quality of services, employment
impacts and violation of constitutional
rights as the main concerns institutions
like UMaine should consider before
privatizing public services.

and pharmaceuticals, as well as afterhour, on-call services. Any changes in
the services Cutler offers will depend
on the contractor selected.
Part of the reason for the proposed
privatization was Cutler's limited
services over breaks and the fact that it
closes completely in July. Cutler can-
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Interested in getting involved in Student Government? The
General Student Senate Elections are quickly approaching. All
you need to run is 25 signatures!

Visit us on the web!
wwwomainecampusscom

CANDIDATE NOMINATION FORMS WILL BE AVAILABLE
BEGINNING SEPT. 11 IN THE WADE CENTER.

FOR A CANDIDATE TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE GENERAL
STUDENT ELECTIONS,CANDIDATE NOMINATION FORMS
MUST BE SUBMITTED BY SEPT. 18TH AT NOON. ALL CANDIDATES MUST BE IN GOOD STANDING OF THE
ACTIVITY FEE PAYING STUDENT BODY.
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Until the cows come home
Als!Inn Sarnacki
Staff Reporter

the future, but it was better to have new
Many classes throughout the univer- Nothing changed in terms of the buildpeople coming into a little smaller, sity visit the farm to complete labs, con- ings, the structure of them and the capamore efficiently run, simpler system duct research and have hands-on experi- bility to house the type of animal
Harvesting corn, bailing hay, milking than trying to come into a very compli- ences with the animals and crops. groups," Kezis said.
The rise in energy costs is also a faccows, training horses and shoveling cated, multi-species situation," said Dr. UMADCOWS is a student group fully
manure — the cycle continues at J.F. Fred Servello, associate director of involved in the daily operation of the tor in recent decisions. There are multiAgricultural
and
Forest dairy sector of the farm. They engage ple ways energy costs affect farming.
Witter Teaching and Research Center, Maine
in a year-long program that joins theory
"Just as the grocery costs increase, so
University of Maine's livestock, forage Experiment Station.
"Selling the 15 sheep and about 30 with practice. In addition, the equine have feed costs," Servello said.
and crops research facility. Empty stalls
The bedding, hay and feed are all
and half-filled pastures this fall have beef cows, calves and heifers in early program trains donated Standardbred
horses, readying energy dependent in some way. "In
summer generated
stirred a certain level of paranoia.
them to be sold as contrast, the price of milk to the farmer
The Witter Center, consisting of the some income in
pleasure horses to is essentially fixed, so dairy producers
Witter, Rogers and Smith farms, encom- the short term and
families
through- are under increased economic pressure
passes approximately 360 acres of land reduced the feed
"It's a fully self-sufficient
out Maine.
right now," Stokes said.
in the Old Town area. Witter Farm used and housing costs
operation, exceptfor the
The
In the past, beef cattle and sheep
with
revenue
to be home to 90 dairy cows and heifers, associated
minors like bedding and the
from the milk pro- have not been self-supportive the way
35 beef cattle, 32 Standardbred horses looking after aniMore specialty grains that they have duction and sale of the dairy cows and horses have.
and a 20-ewe sheep flock, according to mals.
horses goes back to Previously, the animals were used for
it
UMaine's Web site. This year only the importantly,
to buyfrom feed stores and
the Witter Center small research projects and a couple
reduced the workdairy cows and horses remain.
that sort of thing."
for
the
to contribute to labs per year. With the sheep and beef
In the past year, all of the facility's load
staff
so
staff salaries and cattle gone, the university is using the
beef cattle and sheep flock have been remaining
operational opportunity to conduct labs on private
other
sold. In addition, the number of horses that the cows and
Fred Servello
expenses.
The hay farms, according to Servello.
has declined. Changes have left students horses could be
Associate director of Maine
and corn crop conWitter Farm's focus has always been
with furrowed brows, wondering what looked after corAgricultural and Forest Experimental
tributes to the ani- dairy operation and equine training.
lies in the future for the student and fac- rectly with three
Station mals' feed.
fewer
staff,"
In Students acquire skills at the farm that
ulty-run farm.
turn, the manure is cannot be taught in a classroom. They
The main reason for the recent down- Department Chair
used for the crops. learn how to "administer injections to
sizing is to deal with dramatic staff of Animal and
"It's a fully self- cattle, perform a physical exam on a
changes that took place over the sum- Veterinary
sufficient operation, except for the horse, make a rope halter, assist a cow
mer. Last spring, the superintendent, Sciences Martin Stokes said.
In previous years, students could lease minors like bedding and the specialty giving birth, care for cattle and horses
assistant superintendent and the equine
trainer were gone at the same time. The stalls at Witter Farm to board horses dur- grains that they have to buy from feed on a daily basis ... the list could go on
goal is to simplify things until the staff ing the school year. This year, that is no stores and that sort of thing," Servello for pages," Sellars said.
"[Witter Farm] provides hands-on
is more permanent, according to associ- longer an option. "At the present time, said.
Although fewer animals are perma- experience with large animals that is
ate dean of the College of Natural boarding is not available to students. The
Sciences, Forestry and Agriculture Dr. change was simply part of consolidating nently living on the farm, the ability to extremely useful for pre-vet students as
the farm back to its core areas," said house beef cattle, sheep and more hors- there is a national shortage of large animal
Alan Kezis.
"Because of the workload and Crystal Sellars, livestock teaching coor- es has not changed. The possibility is vets. Having this experience has helped our
staffing problems, let's make it all sim- dinator for the Animal and Veterinary still there for future research projects.
"If we had the research project and
ple and get it better organized ... That Sciences Department and livestock manSee COWS on page 7
the funding, the facilities are set ...
doesn't mean we might not grow over ager for the Witter Farm.
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Police
Beat
Police received a phone call
from Somerset Hall at 12:10 a.m. on
Sept. 12 when an RA reported the
smell of burnt marijuana from the
second floor. When the officer
arrived, he determined which room
the scent came from and knocked on
the door. The officer heard movement inside the room, as well as the
use of a spray can. Approximately
three minutes later Catherine
Bernard, 19, Orono, opened the
door. The marijuana odor carried
over the scent of the spray can, and
Bernard was asked to turn over any
contraband. She retrieved a green
glass pipe from her bookshelf, which
was still warm and contained marijuana residue, as well as a baggie of
marijuana. Bernard was issued a
summons for possession of drug
paraphernalia and marijuana.

40,09

T J

Rec. Center thefts
There have been numerous
thefts reported from the Student
Recreation and Fitness Center this
week. Sept. 9 at 11:42 p.m., a student reported that his wallet was
missing from his duffle bag. The bag
was placed in an unlocked day locker from 8 p.m. to 10:45 p.m. The
wallet was the only item taken from
the duffle bag and held credit cards
and identification.
At 11:05 a.m. on Sept. 10, another
student left his property in an unlocked
day locker from 9:45 to 11 a.m. The
student reported missing the following
items: a Babolat tennis racket, a blue
Babolat bag, a black LG cell phone, a
red and black pair of Nike sneakers,
Gap jeans, a Patriots T-shirt and a
Kershaw knife. The total estimated
value of the missing items comes to
$690.
That same day, at 11:36 a.m., a
student reported that his wallet was
stolen after leaving it in an unlocked
day locker. The student kept his
belongings in the locker from 10 to

Tobacco
from page 1
considering going tobacco free.
Research conducted by the committee showed that 6.1 percent of
UMaine students and 9 percent of
faculty are daily users of tobacco
products. Eighty three point eight
percent of students have never
tried tobacco, according to the
Profile of the American College
Student survey conducted last fall.
On March 24, the General
Student Senate heard Sue Bernier,
a TFCC representative, outline the
concept and gave the opportunity
to voice the senate's concerns.
Most of the senators' questions
went unanswered.
Later that semester, the General
Student Senate conducted an
online survey asking for student
and faculty opinions on having a
tobacco-free campus. The survey,
which had more than 1,000
responses, showed a 29 percent
approval rate of the idea.

11:30 a.m. The wallet, containing
identification, credit cards and cash,
was the only item missing.
At 3:24 p.m. that day, the Rec.
staff called police to report a stolen
laptop. The HP Pavillion DV 6000
laptop, valued at $700, has been
missing from the office for a few
days.
All of the Rec. thefts are under
investigation. If you have any information, please contact the UMaine
police.

Someone didnOt want
to wait in line for a
permit
A commuter decal was reported
stolen at 11:51 a.m. on Sept. 10. A
student had left his car unlocked in
the MCA lot, where it was parked
between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. The
decal is valued at $50,and the case is
currently under investigation.

Kodiak stolen from
rack
A student contacted police on
Sept. 11 at 10:23 a.m. to report the
theft of his bike. The student left his
blue Pacific Kodiak bike unlocked
between 6 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Sept. 8
at the bike rack outside Bennett Hall.
The bike was valued at $150.

Money down the

drain

A student lost his wallet while
showering in the first floor men's
bathroom of Gannet Hall. When he
contacted police at 10:08 a.m. on
Sept. 10, he reported that his wallet
had fallen out of his clothing in the
shower stall. By the time he was out
of the shower, his wallet was gone.
The wallet contained identification,
credit cards and $70 cash.

Compiled by Melinda Hart
Police Beat Reporter

"The survey was very flawed,"
Moutevelis-Burgess said. "We
can't use the data from that.
Because the way the questions
were formed, the way the survey
was distributed. How you write the
questions determines the answer.
and how you distribute the survey
is also critical. For example, if you
put everything only on the computer, you miss a segment of the population who doesn't use computers."
"The foundation of a public
health campaign is research and
input," Sidelko said. The committee's goal is to have everything in
place by January 2010, but Sidelko
stressed that this date is a goal, not
a deadline.
"We're talking about a culture
change, and they take time and a
lot of education and really listening to peoples' concern and try to
develop the best policy we can,"
Moutevelis-Burgess said. "This is
not something to do go full speed
ahead without doing extensive
research. This is not so much about
time as it is about thoroughness."

students
gain
from page 6 acceptance
in
the last ten years into vet
schools all around the country and in Canada, Scotland,
Australia
and
the
Caribbean," Stokes said.
The Witter Center is a
critical component in many
students' education. In addition, hundreds of visitors,
including busloads of children, are shown around
Witter every year. Research
is performed that generates
scientific publications and
information for dairy and
equine producers, according
to Stokes.
The number of students
using the facility will expand
if the recent trend continues.
In the last 15 years, the
undergraduate enrollment in
animal and veterinary science has increased from
about 80 to more than 200,
Stokes said.
Kezis, Sellars, Servello
and Stokes stressed that the
future for Witter Farm looks
good. It will continue to provide an increasing number of
students with hands-on animal experiences.

Cows

The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine 's finest

Theras no Febrezeing marijuana
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Adrianne Hess + The Maine Campus
A cow from The Witter Center strikes a pose.

Stranger

emergencies, etc.) beyond
the student's control and
from page 2 which affected academic
performance
will
be
brought to the Academic Standing Appeals
Committee, which will decide upon them."
The committee did not find sufficient circumstances to reinstate Marshall as a full-time student.
Stuart Marrs, associate provost for undergraduate education, oversees this committee.
"We're always thinking about what is best for
the .student in the long run," Marrs said.
"Sometimes the best thing for them is to have a
semester off to focus on a particular course and
get their grade up."
He could not talk about Marshall's specific
case because of federal privacy laws, but he
stressed that "all of these processes aren't punitive. They're in place to ensure the academic
success of the student."
Marrs suggested that Marshall take calculus
online this semester. If he did well, the committee would reconsider letting him back into
school. Marshall could not afford the $964
course fee.
As the school year closed in, The Bangor

Vote

Daily News published an article about
Marshall's situation. Stan Ginish, a 56-year-old
and former Navy SEAL, read about Marshall's
plight and picked up the phone.
He called Marshall and his elderly mother,
offering to pay the course fee. In exchange,
Ginish asked that Marshall keep him updated on
how the course was going. Marshall and Ginish
have still not met face-to-face.

"[His story] just struck me," Ginish said. "1
spent my labor day weekend contacting people
at the university to see what I could do and if I
could move the paperwork and such along."
Ginish said he felt Marshall was "just a kid
who needed a second chance."
"If you cry out for help, there is someone out
there, someplace willing to listen to you and
maybe even help you," Ginish said.
For now, Marshall said he is focusing on
doing well in his calculus class while he looks
for a job and trains for a marathon coming up at
the end of the month. He hopes to take advantage of his chance at redemption.
"I'm pretty grateful and pretty overwhelmed
that someone who doesn't even know me would
stick their neck out like that to give someone like
me a second chance," Marshall said.

The event has campus students can vote in the Memorial Union
brought a huge turnout on election day.
Although same-day registration is available in
and is in its fourth year.
from page 1
Campus groups includ- Maine, it's easier ahead of time. A piece of mail
ing fraternities, the College Republicans, the proving your address and your personal informaCollege Democrats, the Progressive Student tion is all that's required.
Alliance and the General
"It's important to vote
Student Senate are often
because you need to get your
present.
"We want representation voice out there," third-year
"We have a politically
student Sharon Beaupre said.
from both sides. We're
active community," said
"The more accessible you
Zachary Jackman, president trying to get involvement make it, the more people will
of the UMaine College
want to do it"
out there."
Republicans. "We want repIf a student would like to
resentation from both sides.
vote as a democrat, a republiZachary Jackman can group can register them
We're trying to get involvePresident of and vice versa. "We have to
ment out there."
UMaine College Republicans register anyone," noted
The following Thursday
after UMaine Rocks the Vote,
Jackman. "It's healthy to have
UMaine-UVote will bring the
two sides of the story."
Orono Town Clerk on campus for a session of
UMaine-UVote will also host other events
early voting.
leading up to the Nov.4 elections. The presidential
Voter turnout always seems to be higher after and vice-presidential debates will be shown on
the concert, noted Dean Loirdo. "The last four campus in either DPC or Neville Hall in the comyears really picked up momentum."
ing month. The group does not aim to influence
Students who previously registered with an students' opinions.
address they no longer live at will need to register
"In the end we're both Americans," Jackman
again, even if they just moved from one resident said.
hall to another. Students living off-campus will
The Maine Campus' attempts to contact the
need to vote in the town they currently live in. On- College Democrats were unsuccessful.
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UMaine needs to
beef up its programs
While the economy is going down the hole and the
University of Maine System gets less and less money
from the government each year,facilities such as the J.F.
Witter Teaching and Research Center's veterinary training programs are disappearing.
The University of Maine slaughtered the beef cattle
and sheep flock programs and reduced the equine and
dairy cattle education sectors. All the while, Maine is in
a crunch to find large-animal veterinarians.
Ifthe state of Maine has a need,such as large-animal
vets, it would make sense for it to help UMaine by subsidizing the program and giving grants to Witter. This
would help farmers who struggle to get cattle and horses emergency health care and would therefore keep
farms healthy. Healthy farms mean more food. When
farms and veterinary research centers benefit, all Maine
citizens benefit
Witter farm offers educational opportunities to students, including learning how to vaccinate horses and
cows, how to cut and bail hay, how to manage a farm
and how to re-train horses. These are not skills a student
can effectively learn from a textbook. While books can
explain how a healthy horse's nostrils are supposed to
look, it takes spending time with the animals to understand.
Programs such as the ones offered at Witter are necessary to keep this state healthy in more ways than one,
and Maine's state government needs to recognize this
and put money where our mouths are.
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Chelsea Ketchum
Party conventions have historically been terrible places for the
rights of protesters. At both party's conventions, protesters are
restricted to "free speech zones," where they cannot influence delegate. If they leave that area, they are likely to be arrested,even if
they are demonstrating peacefully and not resisting arrest The
events of this year's Republican National Convention were way
out of line.
Before the convention, Minnesota police conducted preemptive raids on peaceful protesters in their homes, handcuffing them
and seizing their property as evidence. At the convention, police
sprayed mace at protesters and reporters who found themselves in
the wrong place. Protesters were arrested in huge numbers, on
charges of nothing more than "fire rixle violations," and people
who had no affiliation with the protesters were arrested regardless.
People attending concerts at different venues were arrested on the
same charges as protesters.
That is not to say there were not any protesters doing illegal
things like destroying property, but the vast majority of protesters
were acting peaceably. After this news flooded the Internet,

another news item — a much scarier one — arrived on the blogosphere. Amy Goodman, host and producer of Democracy
Now!, someone with press credentials and the right to be at the
convention, was arrested along with two of her producers. Other
reports ofjournalists being arrested and detained along with over
300 protesters trickled onto the Internet, which were later confirmed by the journalists themselves.
The implications of the actions of the police are far reaching.
Ifjournalists can be arrested for asking questions of the police at
political events, then journalists are not fire to do their jobs. The
journalists who don't cover this breach of conduct and allow it to
happen without public knowledge are letting their institution be
corrupted and letting the object of their story control where the
story goes. The vast majority of stories written about the RNC
had no mention of the protests, anests or egregious violations of
the First Amendment at all. Investigative journalism is now in
danger,few people would be willing to risk arrest to get the story.
Personally, I haven't trusted the major news networks for a
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
"You are more likely to be struck by
lightning than to get lung cancer from secondhand smoke." This was the remark in
Chelsea Ketchum's article "Smoking:
Choice is the beauty of American freedom" that had me fuming — pun intended — as I read.
According to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration,"documented lightning injuries in the United States
average about 300 per year." That is still a
far smaller number than the writer's purported 8,000 lung cancer cases, yet the
U.S. government has an entire week annu-

Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words in length and
should include the author's name,
address and academic major or job tittle.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono 04469-5748
opinion@mainecampus.com

ally devoted to lightning safety and awareness but no annual reminder that the lives
of nonsmokers are being snuffed out by
the smokers around them.
Anyone saying that secondhand
smoke is "not a hazard," as also stated, is
simply ignorant. In reality, the
Environmental Protection Agency classified it as a known cause of cancer in
humans 14 years ago.
The writer does admit that 8,000 people per year get lung cancer from secondhand smoke, but she leaves a few more

LETTERS next page
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RUSHED: Greek life can
be a source of community

Transgendered people
deserve equal rights

Walter Lazarz
I'm taking a class this semester in the students themselves are there experiwhich I am the only junior among about encing it all together.
twenty-five first-year students. I suspect
The "together" part is what really
the average college student, if put in my makes it special — and it is what the first
position, would consider the class lame as years in my class are really looking for: a
hell. To a certain degree, they would be community — and Greek Life could be
right — the eager to please, newly socially that community for them. Unfortunately,
deserted kids in the class are alike in many you would not know this from the
ways.
"GREEK" T-shirts that nearly every
These "weaknesses" to most are the Greek wore this past Thursday — their
class' strengths to me,though. Their situ- tagline being that "Greeks do it better"
ation is a relic of my experiences and (which strikes me as risque). Anyway, let
emotions past; they are young adults me add something to that simplified
thrown into the most serious, independent motto.
and crazy social atmosphere so many
To be Greek is to be amongst your
Americans now traverse and collectively community. Alcohol and other vices, stucall "that first year of college." The class pid decisions,or bad behavior,just like in
is public speaking, and the comfort-zone real life, can obstruct or even break apart
demolishing speeches the curriculum that group of people. This means any
throws at us allow for a feeling of collec- Greek — and any person — can become
tive doom. We all know
confused for a cast
we're making fools of
member of "Animal
ourselves from behind
I hope that[thefirst- House." But it can also
the podium, so let's
mean that if the process
have fun with it and do years]try to experience is done correctly and
the best we can while and enjoy their
time here with enough thought,
we're here.
some really great things
I hope they have this
to thefullest.
can come out of it. I'm
attitude outside this
not talking about awards
classroom, but I know
or medals — I speak of
better. Many first-years — I would slot deep and truly rewarding relationships.
myself two years ago into this group — That is what a community like Greek Life
want to see everything their college has to can give anyone.
offer: the good, the bad, the ugly.
So as I sit in my public speaking class,
Experimentation and discovery becomes I think to myselfthat these kids around me
the name of the game for these kids.They are the cool ones, and they don't know it
stay up too late, hanging around fraternity —I sure didn't, when I was them. I hope
row weeknights in addition to weekends. that they think about the decisions they
In general, they-get involved in high- make, and at the same time, I hope they
jinks: legal, illegal, even barely legal.
look at everything the college has to offer.
To be serious, I talk of fraternity row Dean Dana often tells students to "take
for a reason: fraternities and sororities — every bite of this buffet," and while the
Greek Life — embody all of these things. phrase is hilarious, I'm glad he says it
Greeks are simultaneously capable of nonetheless. Whether they decide that
being the best and the worst of any cam- Greek Life is right for them or not — to
pus. A fraternity or sorority can be kicked each their own. I hope that they try to
off campus,people can get hurt, or worse; experience and enjoy their time here to the
There are Greek organizations that fullest I say to them: Don't let it go too
become nationally recognized for their fast
success or universally admired and
Walter Lazarz is a junior construction
respected around campus. The great management technology major
thing, regardless of success or failure, is
long time. The
mainstream
media always
from page 8
makes the effort
to balance a
story, to make both sides seem equivalent,
even if that is not the case. The dearth of
reports about arrests at the Republican
National Convention only reassured me of
how right I was. It also told me how desperate the Republicans are, that they
would resort to police state tactics to keep
people from voicing concerns about their
flawed perspective.
The Republicans had already been
flustered by rescheduling their convention
around Hurricane Gustav; they had to
make sure everything else about the convention went as planned. They couldn't
tolerate any miscalculations or errors and

Arrests

thus had to prepare for any eventuality.
The great prlof of their plan to use the
police to crush protesters was the fact that
they had a $10 million insurance plan to
cover lawsuits negotiated with St Paul.
As Americans, we have the right to
assemble. I fear that none of the arrested
protesters or reporters will press charges
against the city,state or convention for violating this right because it would be too
expensive over what seems like not a big
deal. As long as we tolerate this kind of
abuse, the police will continue using these
kinds of aggressive tactics to quell protests
and ultimately silence the voice of reason.
The people of St. Paul were the first victims this presidential cycle. I worry they
won't be the last.
Chelsea Ketchum is a sophomore political science major.

LETTERS CONTINUED ...
staggering statistics unmentioned. While
8,000 merely get lung cancer per year —
according to the article — approximately
3,400 Americans die every year thanks to
what Ketchum deems a hazard-free fume.
The article also turns a blind eye to other
gifts given to us nonsmokers by our puffing peers: health issues such as ear infections, bronchitis and pneumonia. Even
Chelsea's own asthma is commonly
attributed to secondhand smoke inhalation.
Along with lung cancer deaths, the

California Environmental Protection
Agency estimated in a report released in
2005 that nearly 70,000 adult nonsmokers
die of heart disease yearly because of
inhaling this "beauty of American freedom."
I, like Ketchum,have asthma. But next
time secondhand smoke sets it off, I may
just throw my inhaler at the smoker the
way the Ketchum threw out erroneous
facts.
Kaley Roberts is a sophomore english
major.
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Dylan Riley
David Schroer was a dream candidate for the
Congressional Research Service (CRS). He had
jumped out of airplanes, lead hundreds of soldiers,
undergone grueling combat and has been involved
in secret antiterrorism work at the upper level of the
Pentagon. Charlotte Preece, the woman assisting
CRS hiring decisions, found Schroer's military
record impressive and was fully prepared to recommend him for a job as a CRS analyst. Three
weeks before he was to start at CRS, Schroer told
Preece that he intended to undergo sex-reassignment surgery and start work at CRS as Diane
Schroer.
"Why would you want to do that?" Preece
replied.
Long story short, Schroer underwent the
change, didn't get the job, and is now suing the
United States government for sexual discrimination.
Title VII of the federal Civil Rights Act prohibits employment discrimination based on sex.
The question is, does that sex include more than
just man and woman. Is transgendered a sex?
Today's world is increasingly peppered with
people whose gender and sexual identities are
ambiguous or different from bodies they were born
with. The Schroer lawsuit brings to light an important question: Does sexual discrimination hinge on
someone's personal identification or solely on his
or her physical attributes?
Diane Schtoer's outward appearance is typically feminine, thanks to modern plastic surgery and
the lengths one must go in order to physically transform his or her sex to match his or her mental projection. People who want to change their sex must
first spend a full year living, dressing and acting as
the opposite sex.
Schroer had not begun her change when she

applied for the CRS position, and in caurt, she testified that she had not considered the intbmiation
relevant, anyway.
The Library of Congress does not deny that it
discriminated against Schroer because she was
transgendered. The problem is that today's sex-discrimination law is too polar for today's world. It is
not explicit that sex-discrimination includes transgendered people.
University of Minnesota psychologist Walter
Bockting testified that sex is a multifaceted notion
composed of several elements. Thousands of people with XY chromosomes but no male genitalia
are born every year. The same goes for girls who
have no outward feminine appearance.
"Sex, in other words, is not just what you have
between your legs; it is what you have between
your ears," said Chester Schmidt, a John Hopkins
physician and Library of Congress'own expert witness during the trial.
Judge James Robertson, a Clinton appointee, is
expected to rule on the lawsuit any day. He is ruling on more than just a case of unfairness, though;
Robertson will be weighing for or against the
notion that people can choose their sexual identity
and that sex and gender discrimination are the same
thing.
Clearly, sex-discrimination was defined
with males and females in mind, but just
because someone is currently undergoing a sexual transition does not mean he or she has no
sex. It is time for the courts and Congress to
step past the simple, narrowly-defined notions
of man and woman and start to consider more
complex and dynamic definitions of sexual
identity.
Dylan Riley is an assisstant news editorfor The
Maine campus.

Political arena in

dire need of real
discussion
William P. Davis
Republicans seem to have the ability to a mud-slinging contest with no end.
undermine any debate of their choosing and
Senator McCain, who believes this electurn the conversation into a spitball contest tion will be decided on the candidates' charbased on distorted truths and straight out acters, loves these sorts of arguments. He
lies. They did it to Senator John McCain in constantly attacks Senator Obama as elitist,
the 2000 GOP Primaries when George Bush out of touch and not grounded in reality. At
and Karl Rove accused Senator McCain of the same time, McCain hides behind tired
having a black love child when in fact his excuses like his experience as a POW.
daughter was adopted from Bangladesh. While McCain is the descendent of two
They did it in 2004 by distorting Senator prestigious naval officers, Obama grew up
John Kerry's war record and
on food stamps without a
attacking him for being an
father, but never mind the
"elitist" — evident by his
Once again, the McCain fact that he is living the
windsurfing. They have
American Dream.
even done it here in Maine, campaign has ducked
Meanwhile,Senator
where interest groups have
Obama is fighting to be heard
debate on policy and as he talks about the only
repeatedly
attacked
Congressman Tom Allen for driven the country
into a thing that matters — policy.
supporting the Employee
His campaign is commendFree Choice Act, which mud-slinging contest with able, and hopefully he will
would actually give, workers
further catch the attention of
no end.
more freedom in deciding
the nation. We must all hope
whether or not to unionize.
our presidential elections
Now they have done it again with move away from the false attacks and attenSenator Barack Obama's "lipstick on a pig" tion-grabbing headlines of today and back
quote. The line was intended to shed light to the policy discussions and civilized
on Senator McCain's views on policy .but debate of yesterday. Yes, it is not quite as
was quickly twisted by Republicans who exciting, but we, as Americans, must take
came cracking down on Senator Obama for the election of the most powerful man or
being sexist. Senator Obama's quote was woman in the world more seriously than we
not sexist — Governor Palin was not men- have in recent elections.
tioned anywhere near the pig quote. Once
William P. Davis is a first-year journalagain, the McCain campaign has ducked ism and violin performance major.
debate on policy and driven the country into
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By Kyle Kernan
For The Maine Campus
Bangor was popping with culture
this weekend, as the community's first
comic convention, BangPop!, took
place on Saturday, Sept. 13 at the
Spectacular Event Center.
"There is so much talent in Maine
that people need to be aware of,"
organizer Gibran Vogue Graham said.
This is a great time for comics especially; they've resurfaced as a propulsion system for pop culture. They've
. come to be the center of our most popular movies and have inspired our best
TV shows," Graham said. Bangor has
not hosted an event like this in 15
years.
Comic enthusiasts swarmed the
event throughout the day, greeted by a
Tusken Raider and a Ti-Fighter pilot
from "Star Wars" at the venue's
entrance. The convention included a
film screening room, an area for readings and discussions and a gallery hall
where artists, guests and vendors made
up a maze of pop culture excitement.
Joe Hill, author and son of Stephen
King, read for: a modest crowd. Hill
recently appeared on the "New York
Times" bestseller list with "HeartShaped Box." Hill read from two short
stories and his new graphic novel,
"Lock and Key."
Hill reflected that his father frequently read comic books to him as a
Odd. Through the years, both father
and

COMiC COAYEAtiOg ISVCCESS

son have become avid supporters of
the genre. "There is a cultural shift to
our love for comic books as real stories," Hill said.
Graphic novels have potential as
one of the most powerful forms of a
literary art medium, Hill said. "Look
at 'The League of Extraordinary
Gentlemen' or 'The Last Man' — these
stories have the depth of characterization. v,,Aght of a novel and the kinetic
feel of a movie."
Hill felt Bangor was long overdue
for this kind of pop culture event.
"This is the right time to thrive on
ideas and pop culture. There is a feeling of community here where we see a
real connection between the reader and
artist." Alex Irvine, a University of
Maine professor, author and Bang Pop!
guest, agreed with Hill there is a personal touch with the fans and writers
at conventions — that the established
boundaries between the reader and
writer are forgotten.
One of Graham's goals for the convention waS to bring an educational
awareness for teachers and fans of

graphic novels as well. Graham said
he was inspired to bring the educational element of the event because "you
can teach things with comics that
prose can't."
Hill fielded an audience question on
why students should possibly learn to
read through graphic novels. "The
graphic novel merges comic book elements and story elements. You hear
how young boys don't read anymore;
the graphic novel helps them read for
entertainment," Hill said.
Maine teachers attended to learn
more about graphic novel use in the
classroom and to offer their own
strategies. Sue and Bill Carlson of
Brewer both came in support of their
son, Ian Carlson, a Brewer Middle
School teacher who employs graphic
novels in his curriculum. "They really
help kids understand vocabulary, and
they are entertaining," Sue Carlson
said.
s "Graphic novels, especially, help
and encourage students who have
learning disabilities to read," said
Dave Hatch, a teacher at North Anson

Caribee Community School.
Irvine said that comic books
"require a different set of reading
skills, and create a valuable set of
tools for the reader. As a visually oriented society, visuals in comic books
have a superficial feel that literary
prose is not going to have."
Author and illustrator Anne Sibley
O'Brien attended in support of her
graphic novel, "The Legend of Hong
Kil Dong: The Robin Hood of Korea,"
hoping it will spread in schools across
the country.
"Interpreting images and text from
panel to panel prompts readers to
engage in the text at a deeper level.
You are made to fill in the spaces
between panels, which creates a very
sophisticated process that isn't just
text literacy but visual literacy, too,"
O'Brien said.
Graphic novel writer and illustrator
Gareth Hinds of Boston is encouraged
that his books are being used in classrooms nationwide. Hinds's adaptations
have lent the graphic novel presentation to timeless tales, including graphic novel translations of "Beowulf,"
"The Merchant of Venice" and "King
Lear." Hinds considers Beowulf the
first superhero. "Why not grace him
on the panels of a graphic novel?"
Hinds said. At this time, Hinds is
working on a graphic novel adaptation
of Homer's "The Odyssey."
The tables gave fans a first hand
look at the artists who inspire the literary medium. Artists Joel Zain Rivers,
Ben Bishop and William Ward were

See BANG POP on page 12

Shane Leonard + The Maine Campus
E3angPopl, a comic and pop-culture convention, held in Bangor on Saturday at
the Spectacular Event Center. The convention held an emphasis on using
graphic novels in the classroom. Joe Hill (Stephen King's son) was present.
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themsel ves.
The two big guns are
surrounded by a talented
cast
including
John
Leguizamo, Brian
Dennehy and Curtis "50
Cent" Jackson — maybe
not the most talented of
the bunch. The characters
are well-developed and
surprisingly believable.
Unfortunately, aside from
fine acting by a gifted
cast, the movie doesn't
have much else going for
it.
The movie follows
Rooster (Pacino) and
Turk (DeNiro) on their
search for a serial killer
within the NYPD who is
murdering lowlifes and
criminals. This movie
. doe§tt't bring anything

Labrador science: David Batuski
Physics professor's dog regularly accompanies him to campus
By Angela Larson
For The Maine Campus
Professor David Batuski is not
the most recognizable man on
campus. Despite spending years as
a physics professor and a department chairperson at the University
of Maine, he may be better known
for his dog, Jenny.
"People don't necessarily know
me. They don't notice when I'm
out there, but they do say, 'Oh,
you're the one with the black
lab,— Batuski said.
Jenny, the black lab in question,
has become a relatively wellknown figure at UMaine. Since
adopting • her from the humane
society nearly seven years ago,
Batuski has brought Jenny to campus with him almost every day.
She spends the majority of her
time in his office or leashed out-

side but has also been known to Luckily, she had not wandered off
greet students in the hallways and but had been picked up by a conmake appearances while he sets up cerned passerby who turned her
for his introductory astronomy over to the police. Batuski went to
classes.
public safety and, as he put it,
Being on a busy campus could "bail her out of jail."
be troublesome for a lessser
Jenny has also, on several occatrained dog, but Jenny is excep- sions, been known to go missing
tionally well behaved. Batuski is inside buildings, but she is always
able to walk her to campus and found quickly, usually on a differback to his Orono home mostly ent floor after stowing away on an
unleashed. Sure, she'll scamper elevator with strangers.
ahead, chasing after squirrels (her
Thanks to Jenny and the other
favorite pastime), but she knows dogs that regularly visit, the uninot to cross any streets until she is versity enjoys a reputation as a
told, "Go."
dog-friendly campus. While Jenny
In fact, there have only been a remains forbidden from a few
few moments throughout the years buildings, she is generally a welwhere Batuski has had to worry come sight
about her. He once left Jenny outAnd really, could there be a
side while he made a brief trip to more perfect place for a dog
his office after she refused to whose main interest is chasing
come in with him. He returned squirrels?
moments later to find her missing.
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Dropkicks play
UMaine Nov.6
By Zach Dionne
Style Editor
University of Maine students will taste an early drop of St.
Patrick's Day with Boston-based Irish punk group Dropkick
Murphys launching their fall tour at the Field House on Nov.
6.
—I'hey put on a hell of a show," Vice President of Student
Entertainment Andrew Gerke said in a Friday announcement
of the first of two reported major fall concerts at UMaine. "I
think the students are going to love it." Gerke worked with
, the seven-piece act for a Cumberland County Civic Center
concert this summer.
Gerke's earlier promise of insatiably low admission prices
holds strong.
"Dropkick Murphys have never sold tickets this low,"
Gerke said."We're trying to draw as many students as possible. Students are making away like bandits. We know that
they already pay the student activity fee." Ticket prices will
be announced Monday,Oct. 23 along with the group and date
for the second fall show.
"The reason we chose the Dropkick Murphys is the
whole tie with New England and Boston Red Sox and
hoping, knock on wood, that the Red Sox do as well as
they have been in the past. That really nails it into the
board right there." The concert date falls within one to two
weeks of the World Series' conclusion. Gerke aims to
employ an Irish theme.
Gerke spoke of "the concert bug" and realizing that
UMaine's fall gigs may be the first such experiences for
many college students..
"When you're dealing with that kind of thing, you want to
really optimize that and show them a good time and show
them what a concert's about," Gerke said.
The Field House has recently been used for Mythbusters and
the MTVU tour. Student Entertainment will hire professional
sound engineers, as well as the bands' personal sound gurus.
The Dropkick Murphys will bring the as-yet-unannounced lineup for their fall tour. Previous acts on their
US and world tours have included Mighty Mighty
Bosstones, Against Me!, The Tossers and Less Than Jake.
The group shared a headlining stage with Metallica,
Tenacious D and Feeder at the sold-out Reading Festival
in England at the end of August.
Although most of the loose ends for the fall's first major
concert are now tied up, the second show remains disclosed
at the moment.
"I will say that it's diverse. You have your Dropkick
Murphys, which is more of that alternative rock, and then
you'll have that other group that's on the other aspect, the
other spectrum of things," Gerke said. "We're really trying to draw a more diverse crowd. There is going to be
more to come."

Photo Courtesy of Student Entertainment
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Halloween Ale by Gritty's
Brewed in Portland, Maine
The nectar inside this cool
Gritty's bottle is outrageously
spicy. It's not terrible to drink,
but the spice can't be exaggerated. It's also pretty rough —
there's nothing smooth about
spice
dropkick
of
the
Halloween Ale delivers.
Autumn Ale by Geary's
Brewed in Portland, Maine
Similar
Sam's
to
Oetoberfest, there's a dullish
spice that's difficult to name.
The taste sticks around for a
while. Fans of the Geary's
Summer or others by them
should enjoy it, as it has the
underlying Geary's taste and
quality.
Octoberfest by Harpoon
Brewed in Windsor,
Vermont
Another taste that's difficult
to put to words, but rest
assured with a six pack of
Harpoon's fall concoction. It's
super smooth and delicious.
Easily falls in the top tier of
this nine-beer sampling.

By Zech Dionne
Style Editor

Maine - or New England, or
the nation. A unique mix, of a
hearty, dark ale with a warming, delicious flavor. It tastes
like the smell of a baking
pumpkin pie was distilled and
put into this luscious beer.

jinx by Magic Hat
Brewed in South
Burlington, Vermont
A smooth beer with a Nweet
taste different from the typical
spiced flavor of fall beers At
6.9 percent alcohol, jinx may
serve further purposes than
casual beer enjoyment

I l this column will steer
your beer-enjoying future,
need you to trust me. I love
beer.. 1 drank, collected and
castiallv rated more than MO
British and European brews for
Oetoberfest by Sam Adams
Harvest by Long Trail
two semesters in Wales
Brewed in Boston, Mass.
Brewed
in Bridgewater,
("studying abroad"). At the
As the New Englander not
Vermont
same time, I'm 00 snob. I
fanatical about Sam's Summer
One of the few fall ales that
appreciate a frothy Pabst Blue
Ale, I'm grateful the season combines sweetness with the
R ibbon (PBR from here
has finally changed. Sam's take spice. Apple-licious, but not
onward, first-years - don't
on Octoberfest - boasting the outstanding,
embarrass yourself with this
title of most sold Octoberfest
knowledge gap the wa} I did t.
brew in the world - is smooth,
Hobgoblin by Wychwood
purchase mixed-batch six
a hit spicy. It has a medium
Brewed in Oxfordshire,
packs of "distressed" (read:
heaviness and a tasty flavor
England
kinda old) beer at Tim's Little
that's difficult to put words to.
The
wildcard in this batch of
Big Store in Old Town for
nine.
It
joins the collection as
53,50. That said, all the followPumpkin Ale by Sea Dog
"official
the
brew
of
ing beers are fresh and located
Brewed in Topsham and
Halloween" in the U.K. The
among the plentiful shel‘es of
Bangor, Maine
darkest of these fall ales, it's
Burt)), kind Bates in Orono.
Spicy.
Similar
to
potent with a bitter, rich flavor.
Let's dip into some tasty,
Pumpkinhead, with less kick. The taste sticks around for an
quality, autumn mierobrew
Sort of turns on you in mid-drink outrageous amount of time.
offerings:
and begins to feel like a milk- Hobgoblin is a solid continuashake. A decent taste at an afford- tion for beer drinkers already.
Pumpkinhead by Shipyard
able price, but _there would be no enchanted with brews like
Brewed in Portland, Maine
for Sea Dog fans to Newcastle and Old Speckled
reason
The standard by which all
choose
this
over the Blue Paw Hen.
fall beers should be judg,ed in
Wheat Ale. Or Pumpkinhead.

Web site lists all delivery options in area
By Sophia Tam
For The Maine Campus
All the restaurants in the
Orono area can now be found
in
one
place:
WeDoDelivery.com.
"We now have both Orono
and Bangor listed on our site,"
said Tony Gribben, cofounder
of the August 2007-created
Web site. The site lists dining
establishments that deliver in
specific areas across America.
The Bangor and Orono area
currently host over 30 listings.
Gribben's
idea
for
WeDoDelivery.com
was
inspired by a vacation to
Bloomington, Minn. with
friend Becky Pauly, his soonto-be partner in the Web venture.
The two were searching for
a bite to eat, and "not knowing
which restaurants delivered in
the area," the idea was born,
Gribben said.
and
Gribben
Pauly
researched restaurant delivery
sites
Web
after
the
Bloomington trip and concluded that an e-business was a
worthwhile endeavor.
"Several delivery services
around the country exist in single larger cities, but nothing
that is as comprehensive as we
plan for WeDoDelivery.com,"
Gribben said.
The site was created in
Pauly's Wisconsin home and
began with a single city - Fond
du Lac, Wis.
"The Web site started off
listing local Wisconsin cities
and slowly expanded to what it
is today," Gribben said.
One of Gribben and Pauly's
goals is to inventory as many
cities
as
possible.
WeDoDelivery.com currently
lists 1,471 restaurants delivering in 43 states. One-hundrednineteen cities are not enough;
the ever-expanding site will
soon add Bloomington, Minn.
and Ruston, La. in its campaign of nationwide expansion.
"Since so much time goes
into completing each city, we
continuously update our listings," Gribben said.
The site also lists restaurant
information, menus and a location map of restaurants.

Old Town Elk'

Bang Pop
from page 10
among the talent displaying
work in the gallery. They also
contributed knowledge and
experience of the medium at a
panel discussion.
UMaine student and graphic
novel fan Steve Emmons shared
his enthusiasm with the event
and importance of reading
graphic novels. "Graphic novels
are an art form. The art is as
important to the story as the
story is to the art," Frnmons

Munchie menders

said.
Jim Lunney of Top Shelf
Comics in Bangor said that he
has collected comics since he
was six-years-old and sold his
entire collection to pay for his
honeymoon. He said comics
greatly improved his vocabulary
growing up and taught him to
draw. Lunney said he sees comic
books as modern history.
Graham hopes to make
BanePop' a yearly event
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37 Fourth Stree
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e nice to the animals

Gribben said that in due time,
there will be printable coupons
available on the site.
A web design graduate from
Moraine
Technical
Park
College in Wisconsin, Gribben
understands the frustration of
not being able to find the local
restaurants that offer delivery.
Gribben believes that starting a convenient delivery guide
can be a great help for college
students. With daily classes
and rigorous routines, Gribben
predicts that students tire easily from solely dining on campus food. Students - particularly first-years - seeking more
off-campus variety could face
difficultly finding the restaurants, menus and delivery
information.
"We make things easier on
the busy college student by
providing them with delivery
dining options in their city. For
incoming students who are
unfamiliar with the areas, our
site is especially helpful,"
Gribben said.
Gribben notes the popularity
of online social networks like
Facebook and Myspace and
encourages students to add
WeDoDelivery.com to their
networks, as it benefits both
the reputation of the site and
students looking for quick food
solutions. "We will soon have
exclusive offers to everyone on
our friends lists," Gribben said.
WeDoDelivery.com aims to
benefit the dining industry in
addition to college students.
The site offers a simple "Get
Listed" link on its main page
for restaurant proprietors to
add their establishment's information. Now, ordering food is
as easy as hunting for DVDs on
Ebay.
Gribben and Pauly hope that
WeDoDelivery.comwill
become the largest delivery
guide on the Web. Gribben
prizes the site's straightforward interface. "We pride ourselves on allowing our visitors
to access delivery information
without having to create any
type of account with us,"
Gribben said.
Although Gribben and Pauly
receive site visitors from
around the world, their primary
focus is the U.S. for now.
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"The Office" season
four DVD review
THURSDAYS 8:30/7:30c 111 NBC COM

By Zach Dionne
Style Editor

eral Of which spun out of
control by their conclusions,
but
they
proved
the
"Do I need to be liked? showrunners remain versaAbsolutely not. I like to be tile and full of humor. It's a
liked. I enjoy being liked. I true achievement in television to force an audience to
have to be liked."
shake their heads and mutter
-Michael Scott
what an idiot the protagonist
Comedy is subjective; is — while sympathizing and
quality is quantifiable. Every returning on a weekly basis
year, "The Office" continues to spend a little more time
to set the benchmark for a with him.
The set's total running
consistently
innovative,
approaches
seven
intelligent and hilarious time
alternative to the all-but- hours, although the already
defunct primetitne sitcom. lackluster amount of bonus
Four new discs of Michael features often border on disScott and Dwight Schrute appointing. The deleted
ridiculousness, Pam Beasley scenes miss more than they
and Jim Ha!pert cutesiness hit and the commentaries are
and "that's what she said" guilty of hosting too many
jokes are available with the chatty, off-subject particitremendously rewatchable pants — none of whom are
Steve Care!!. Which isn't to
fourth season on DVD.
Although the season was say that owners won't be
marred by a Hollywood writ- tempted to play certain bits
ers' strike and held to only again and again, such as
14 episodes, the laughs and Carell's outrageous PSA on
unanticipated
storylines rabies. Remember, it truly is
merit the price of a set with the silent killer, taking 4,000
less content than seasons lives every 1,000 years.
past. The season led off with
Photo Courtesy of AMAZON .COM four one-hour episodes, sevGrade: B+

Risque artist
to speak at
Lord Hall
By Eryk Salvaggio
Web Editor

Eryk Salvaggio•The Maine Campus
A cardboard cutout of John McCain greets voters in front of the Wade Leadership Center in Memorial Union Wednesday. The
UMaine College Republicans set up the cutout at a table to spread the word about their candidate. Perhaps coincidentally, the
cutout was staring directly at a table set up for supporters of democratic candidate Barack Obama.

www dot
mainecampus
dot corn

Artist Jill Miller will speak 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 14 as part of the "Art Without
Borders V: Seriously, Funny" exhibition at
100 Lord Hall.
Miller is based in San Francisco and graduated from UCLA in 2004, where she worked
with the artist John Baldessari, whose work
Miller "re-mixed" for her piece at Lord Hall.
In her most recent work, Miller shadowed
a private investigator on real cases, learning
techniques of surveillance. After this phase
of the project, she used what she had learned
to track and observe San Francisco's art collectors. The results were posted to her Web
site, jillmiller.net.
Miller's work deals with elements of performance and technology. In 2005, she
exhibited a piece titled "Waiting for
Bigfoot," in which she camped in the woods
of Northern California — "Big Foot Country,"
while being viewed in an English gallery via
Web cam.
Other works run to the risque — an infiltration of fetish sites, where Miller posed as
"Cupcake," an anonymous school girl, is
capable of offending in theory only: nothing
overtly sexual and no nudity was involved.
Miller is currently an instructor at the San
Francisco Art Institute and the California
College of Arts.
The exhibition at Lord Hall is open from 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each weekday.
On Sept. 5, artist Christopher Michael
Sullivan performed at the gallery. His piece
involved cold-calling art investors to talk
them into purchasing another work:dollar
bills with his name printed over them.
For more information about the show,
visit withoutbordersfest.org.
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Horoscopes
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campus

Aries
March 21 to April 20
Things get weird today and nobody
seems to be able to tell you what's really going on. If you can handle a day full
of muddle, things should be fine later
but if not, you may want to retreat!

Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Offer to help a friend or family member
who is struggling with some big issue.
You might not be able to get them all
the way to the finish line, but you can at
least offer solid support.

The Cynic

By Jeff Swenson
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Gemini
May 21 to June 21

or,

You're feeling pretty frustrated with the
way things are being handled, but that
doesn't mean its time to give up far frOM
it! You may need to marshal your
resources for a while, but go back fighting!

kial
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N

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Avoid any tasks or chores that involve
paperwork or numbers today you need
to iisr3 your good energy on big-picture
stuff or better, fun activities. Friends and
family look to you for guidance.
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Boots & Pup

By John Y Jr

OEUEYErvt
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Leo
July 23 to August 22
Just because people aren't being clear
today, that doesn't mean they're trying
to hide anything from you. If anything,
they may be trying to let you in on a
secret, but just unable to spit it out.

Virgo
Aug.23 to Sept. 22
People around you seem to be
deliberately trying to get at you
today, in a seriously passive-aggressive ways. Maybe they forget
appointments, maybe they're just
late but you can outlast them all!

Ubra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
It's one of those days when it's best to
go along with the program even if you"e
grumbling inside. You'll have your
chance to shine later, but for now, you
need to let others take the lead.

Soap on a Rope
^NJ %ow)OLD YRTH.
THERE'S A LITTLE
SCUM AND VILLAINY,
BUT NOT ENOUGH TO
GET YOUR PANTS IN
A WAD OVER.

Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov.22
A big question pops into your mind
fairly early today and doesn't leave.
It's one of those things that might be
unanswerable, but you love it
nonetheless. Roll it around in your
mind and look for clues everywhere.

By Bob Roberts
YOU'VE BEEN HERE
BEFORE?

I GUESS YOU CAN
*0 giro A LOT OF
SPRING BREAKS
WHEN YOU ATTEND
COLLEGE FOR
SEVENTEEN YEARS.

WHICH OF MESE
REQUIREMENTS
DID YOU FIND
ME MOST
DIFFICULT TO
COMPLY
WITH?
l'HAT WASN'T MY FAULT!
THEY KEPT CHANGAN* THE
SHOWING
GRADUATION IREQUIlkEMEN'TS!
UP FOR
CLASS.

Last - Ditch Effort

Sagittarius
Nov.23 to Dec. 21

OF COORS& AO 8141,Male
WON* TUB CNC OISCALT IV
NIONIINI mySWIM IO•
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Amapa ow newrilml TV
AllW01111 MUNI TV MOM

You are losing stuff today even when
you're sure you knew nght where you
left it! You may find it easiest to entrust
your wallet and keys with a level-headed mate or friend who can take care of
it for the day.

By John Kroes
PRONISE TV LONNA Mg ADD
MACRON IIMNIDIAL MONA IV
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Capricorn
Dec.22 to Jan. 20
Your friends and family aren't responding to your usual signals, most likely,
so it's time to put that creative energy
to good use. You should be able to
reach them using some new means.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
Its a great time for you to spend looking
at the world at large and figuring out
your place in it even if you thought that
was settled long ago. Everything is flexible, as far as you're concerned.

Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 19
You need to treat yourself to something nice today you just can't help it!
You may find it easy to incorporate
your own fun ideas into those of your
friends and family, but there's no we-.
cial need to do so.
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24. Where the sun rises
26. Not flotsam
29. Marine mollusk
31. Half a dozen
32. Horse
34. Wives and concubines
36. Frozen precipitation
38. Mistake
40. Bundle
41 Everglades bird
43. Jewish unit of weight
45. Make lace
46. Require
48. Level of a building

ACROSS
1. Rip
5. "A Nightmare on ........Street
8. Assistant
12. Fit as a fiddle
13. Pelvic
15. Swill
16. Verbal
17. Ballroom dance
18. Gin flavor
19. inexorable
22. Anger ,
23. Neither

DOWN
1. You (archaic)
2. Acquire deservedly
3. Winged
4. Give In to pressure
5. Distinctive flair
6. Fluff from a dryer
7. Wise men
8. Donkey
9. Unable to read
10. A swinging barrier to a room
11. Sword
13. Repeat
14. Hyrax
20. Not a win
21. Deep cut
25, Pierce
26. Chauvinist
27. Outrageous
28. Combine
29. Smells
30. Pass-the-baton race
31. 180" from NNW
33. Before
35. Encountered
37. Join metal
39. Move by degrees in 1 direction only
42. Slant
44. Expect and wish
47. Fliers in V's
49. Enigma
52. Net
53. Largest continent
55. Territory
56. Anger
57. Acknowledge
58. Train track
59. Lyric poems
60. It smells
62. Anagram of "Sue"

ARTS
Seriously Funny: Art as Social,
Political and Cultural Critique
Through Sept. 26
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 4:30
p.m.
Lord Hall
Free admission
Eastern Maine Community
College photo exhibit
"The Nature of Things and the
Things of Nature"
Photography by Grace M.
Bartlett
Through Oct. 31
Mon - Thurs 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.,
Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sunday 1
p.m. -5 p.m.
EMCC Library - Second Floor,
Katandin Hall
Free admission

THEATER
"On Golden Pond"
Through Sept. 21, various show
times
Bangor Opera House
Admission $15 - $40, $10 student rush tickets,
Box office: 942-3333
www.penobscottheatre.org

50. Doing nothing
51. Consumer Price Index
52. Welcome ..
54. A 4-sided solid
61. Jacob's brother
63. Debonair
64 Woodworking groove
65. Transgressions
66. Grain disease
67 PrP,varicatP,
i
68. Despise
444,Vi•
69. Small number
70. Consequence

MUSIC
Java Jive: Open mic
Tuesday, Sept. 16
8 p.m.
North Pod, Memorial Union
Cadenzato Faculty Ensemble
Saturday, Sept. 20

7:30 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall
Tickets $6, free for students with
MaineCard

ANSWER KEY ON PAGE 15

SUDOKUPUZZLE

AtottieZa Girl
My
roomate
and
I
chipped in together to get a
micro-fridge. We eat a lot of
the same things, so we decided that each week, one of us
would go shopping and we
would split the food bill in
half. The problem is, I keep
having to go shopping, and
my roommate (let's call her
Caitlyn) never pays her
share (although she has no
problem eating her share). If
it had happened once or

62
9. 4
8

8.2
3
11,
2

7'3 92
Daily SuDoku: Tue 26-Aug-2006

easy

HOW TO PLAY
•Each row (horizontal line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.
•Each column (vertical line) must have numbers 1-9 in any
order but each digit can only appear once.

twice, it wouldn't be a big
deal, but it has happened
four times in a row. I have to
pay for all the food, not to
mention the gas to get to the
grocery store. I like Caitlyn
and I don't want to start a
big fight, but college is
expensive and every penny
counts. What should I do?

ALM

You obviously need to rethink
your
arrangement.
Caitlyn isn't paying her share
and it isn't fair to you.
Confront her, but in a calm
way. Let her know that you
don't think the arrangement
you have now is working out.
Maybe you could agree to
take turns food shopping (you
could even assign weeks) or
you could each buy your own
food rather than sharing.
Whatever you decide, make
sure you are clear and firm
with your rules. Make.sure
you do it nicely though, without throwing blame around, or
things could get really uncomfortable in your room.
Let Advice Girl help you
out: advice_girl@post.com

NOT ENOVOS AST thl OUS

6141.0"a

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
WAS THE FIRST MAN TO

There is only one correct answer!

COMEDY
Maine Attraction: Steve Burr
Friday, Sept. 19
9 p.m.
Memorial Union dining room
Free admission

GENERAL
Games Night: Scavenger Hunt
Monday, Sept. 15
8 p.m.
North Pod, Memorial Union
Dialogues in Diversity with Judith
Josiah-Martin
Wednesday, Sept. 17
8:30 a.m. - 10 a.m.
Coe Room, Memorial Union
Pub Mix: Trivia Night
Thursday, Sept. 18
Bear's Den, Memorial Union
8 p.m.
Free admission

ACITOOAs

NO WONDER PEOPLE THINK

•Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in any order but
each digit can only appear once.

Kickin' Flicks: "Sex and the City"
Wednesday, Sept.17
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
100 DPC
Friday, Sept. 19
10 p.m.
Bangor Room
Free admission

WALK ON THE MOON.

If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time,
day, date, place and fee information to Zech Dionne on
FirstClass.
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Amy Brooks 4. The Maine Campus
Halley Blackburn fights off a Bryant University player in an attempt to turn the ball back
down the pitch.

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Tyrell Jones makes the first touchdown of the game. He was later checked for symptoms
of a concussion after making another outstanding touchdown catch.

This week in

VIAiltige MILT%
Sean Collins + The Maine Campus
UMaine's Jovan Belcher brings down Stony Brook's Conte Cuttino.

Black Bear Roundup
Compiled by Adam Clark
Men's Soccer
Philip Reed and Thomas McCole scored
goals as the University of Maine men's soccer
team downed Long Island University 2-1 on
Friday afternoon in Brooklyn, N.Y.
The Black Bears improve to 2-3, while the
Blackbirds fell to 0-5.
UMaine opened the scoring in the game at
24:27 of the first half, when Reed put a header
past the LIU keeper for his first goal of the season.
McCole gave the Black Bears a 2-0 advantage on what proved to be the game-winning
goal at 48:57. It was McCole's first game of the
season.
UMaine goalie Alex Pilitsis made three
saves and improved his record to 1-2.

Women's Volleyball
The University of Maine women's volleyball team beat Buffalo in four sets in the final
match of the University of Buffalo Ramada
Invitational on Saturday.
The Black Bears, who improved to 5-5,

won the first two sets 25-14 and 25-20. After
dropping the third set, UMaine finished off the
Bulls 25-22 in the fourth set.
UMaine dropped the first two matches in
the tournament to Butler and Maryland Eastern
Shore.
Lindsay Allman,who was named to the AllTournament team, led the Black Bears against
Buffalo with 10 kills, 12 digs and three aces.

Field Hockey
Stephanie Gardiner scored two goals and
assisted on another as the University of Maine
field hockey team beat Monmouth 3-2 in the
Sheraton Catamount Field Hockey Classic
Saturday afternoon.
UMaine evens its record at 2-2, while
Monmouth fell to 0-5.
After the Hawks took a 24) lead midway
through the first half, Jocelyn Mitchell scored
to make it 2-1 with eight seconds left in the
half.
In the second half, Gardiner scored the
equalizer at the 47-minute mark and scored the
game-winner 10 minutes later.
Brittany Fleck made three saves in net for
the Black Bears.

Upcoming Games
Thursday, October 18
Women's Soccer vs. Dartmouth
3 p.m.
Alumni Field
Friday, October 19
Women's Volleyball vs. Temple
5 p.m.
Storrs, Conn.
Saturday, October 20
Field Hockey vs. Bryant
Noon
UM Field Hockey Complex
Cross Country (Men's and Women's)
Noon
Amherst, Mass.
Women's Volleyball vs. Connecticut
12:30 p.m.
Storrs, Conn.
Men's Soccer vs. Northeastern
1 p.m.
Alumni Field

Football at Richmond
3 p.m.
Richmond, Va.
Women's Volleyball vs. Cornell
5 p.m.
Storrs, Conn.
Club Football vs. Brockton
7:30 p.m.
Alfond Stadium
Rugby (Men's and Women's) vs. Bates
TBA
Lengyel Field
Sunday,September 21
Women's Soccer at Cornell
Noon
Ithaca, N.Y.
Field Hockey vs. Quinnipiac
Noon
UM Field Hockey Complex
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I'll take that

UMaine
coach Scott
from page 20 Atherley
lectured his
team during the break to make
sure the Black Bears started the
second half better than the first.
"At halftime, we wanted to
regain some of the momentum
by putting them under pressure
immediately," he said. "Our
figure was that we were going
to come out and be hungry right
away, and I thought we were
effective at that."
With four minutes remaining
in the match, a go-ahead goal
for the Black Bears was called
back due to an offside call.
"We had a chance that was
called back," said Atherley.
"We started to really gain the
momentum but just couldn't
find it today. We had several
quality chances to finish."

"It's very frustrating," said
LaBelle of scoring opportunities late in the game that did
not result in goals. "But I know
I need to just relax and refocus

and put my mind ready for the
next chance, because I had
another two or three right after
that, so I've got to be ready for
the next chances that come and

make the best of my opportunities."
After the game, Coach
Atherley emphasized his team's
inability in recent matches to
capitalize on scoring opportunities and avoid overtime ties.
"We've had our chances in
regulation as we did today to
end it, and we failed to really
capitalize on those chances.
Great teams make you pay and
we haven't done that yet, but
we're working on it."
UMaine goalkeeper Jasmine
Phillips recorded four saves in
net including crucial stops in
overtime. Bryant outshot the
Black Bears 9-7 for the match,
with five shots on goal to
UMaine's four.
The Black Bears resume
action on Thursday when they
host Dartmouth. Game time is
set for 3 p.m. at Alumni Field.

in a row, the
team
is
from page 19 without a
coach, but
Ridge is optimistic about the
upcoming season.
"If we play smart and really
work together, we'll be successful," said Ridge. "Last
year, we had a lot of success
because our team played really

well, communicated and really
came together and I think if we
build off that we'll be good.
Bates is a smart team that does
what they do really well, so
we'll have to minimize our mistakes."
The players know there
won't be any easy games, but
they are looking forward to a
hard-fought season.

Kelly Heald, a sophomore
player, summed it up: " If we
work hard and live up to our
champion status, we'll be okay.
We just need to play hard."
The women's rugby team
will have home field advantage
when they take on Bates next
Saturday, Sept. 20 at Lengyl
field, the first of two home
games this season.

Unlike the men, the women
strong freshper- can no longer rely on a large
men
from page 19 formances
Co r e y
Conner (20:47.60) and recent
"High school cross
Old Town High School graduate
country was so differHilary Maxim (20:50.30) finished back-to-back in sixth and
ent than college cross
seventh place.
country has been."
"I-Ugh school, cross country
was so different than college
Hillary Maxim
cross country has been," said
Freshman
Maxim. "I've never put in this
UMaine Cross Country
much mileage, and I've never
worked this hard. So it's been
challenging, but [head coach]
Mark [Lech] is always there to team of experienced juniors.
answer my questions."
Juniors Jess Belliveau, Elonnai

Hickok and Laura Brustolon,
the top three finishers at last
year's conference championship, did not return to the
Black Bears this season. The
new runners have instead
looked to senior captain
Stephanie Jette for guidance.
"Stephanie has been great,"
said Maxim. "She really brings
the team together and is there
for all of us whenever we need
her."
UMaine will head to the
University of Massachusetts in
Amherst for their next meet on
Saturday, Sept. 20.

Soccer

Rugby

Running

Peter Buehner + The Maine Campus
Kelsey Wilson, #12, collides with Bryant College's goalkeeper.
Philadelphia
Phillies
from page 18 trailing the
New York
Mets by only 2 1/2 games.
At the end of the day, the
Red Sox are the defending
World Series Champions, and
they are still the team to beat.
Once the postseason starts,
every team has a clean slate,
and it doesn't matter how you
got there. You fight just like
every other team despite regular season records and titles for

MLB

the only title that matters.
That title might not be the
most memorable thing about
the 2008 playoffs. It might
simply be the participants. It is
possible that this year's playoffs will include the Tampa
Bay Rays, the Chicago Cubs,
and the New York Mets, all
with genuine chances to win it
all. The Yankees will be the
ones watching from home. No,
seriously.
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"We started to really
gain the momentum
butjust couldn'tfind
it today. We had several qualihj chances
to finish."
Scott Atherley
Coach
UMaine Women's Soccer

Crossword
Solution
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ThrrrePoint
Play
By Michael Pare
Chad Johnson lias legally changed his last name
to Ocho Cinco
The Cincinnati Bengal formerly known as Chad
Johnson — in a move that either has you laughing,
scratching your head or jumping out a window — has
legally changed his name to Chad Javon Ocho Cinco. In
the past, I have been lenient with Ocho Cinco because his
lighthearted jabs at other players or at the league (like
when he produced a sign from the sideline begging the
league not to fine him after their crackdown on endzone
celebrations) seemed to be all in good fun. In this case, it
seems that this is not just Chad having a laugh, but rather
Chad getting back at a floundering Bengals organization
that was unable to work out a trade with him in the offseason. The move gives the Bengals, who have had well-documented character issues with players in the past, all sorts
of press that they neither want nor need, and diverts attention from the team solely onto himself. The word "cancer"
has been thrown around in the same breath as Ocho Cinco
before, and in my opinion that is now a more than fair
label.

Should Usain Bolt be tried out by NFL teams?
Ever since Usain Bolt set the 100m world record in this
summer's Olympics, high-stepping and pounding his chest
to the finish line, ravenous American football fans have
been wondering how that celebration might translate to a
touchdown dance. Certainly the idea of turning a sprinter
into a football player has been conceived before, but in
Bolt's case there may actually be potential. How would
these vital statistics look at the combine for a receiver/kick
returner? Twenty-one years old, 6-foot-5, 190 pounds, and
his 9.69-second time in the 100m would equate to a 40yard dash time of around four seconds. Bolt's freakish
combination of size and speed could make him an intimidating kick-returner and threat. It just remains to be seen
if he can actually catch a football. He would have a lot of
catching up to do as far as learning the rules and skills necessary to play the game, but there is precedent for players
starting late and still being able to excel — Hakeem
Olajuwon, for instance, didn't start playing basketball
until he was 17, and second-year Houston Texans defensive tackle Amobi Okoye didn't start playing football until
his sophomore year in high school. Bolt would be eligible
for the draft in 2009, and he deserves a look from every
team in the NFL. Even if he doesn't pan out, what is the
risk in spending a late-round upside pick on Bolt, who at
the very least will create some media buzz, over the 77th
wide receiver off the board who will probably be out of the
league in two years.

Rays, BoSox top AL East
High-rolling Yankees unlikely to secure playoff spot
By Maeghan Connor

belonged in the playoffs. Then,
the Yankees decided to take the
season off. Once again, a twohorse race. A season where the
Rays end up on top of the world
is surprising, but a postseason
without the Yankees was something I expected to see only after
the Steinbrenners all went senile
and signed Ryan Leaf. It's

For the past decade, the
American League East has
rarely been anything more than a
two-horse race between the
Boston Red Sox and the New
York Yankees. It has been more
than 10 years since the division
was won by anyone else (the
Baltimore Orioles in 1997) and
2008 was not expected to be
anything different than yet
another battle of the big budgets.
Enter the Tampa Bay Rays.
In 2007, the Rays finished
66-96, had the worst record in
baseball and came in last in the
AL East for the ninth time in
their 10-year existence. This
year they have one of the best
records and are leading the AL
East by two games. No, seriously.
I know I'm not the only person who spent the beginning of
the season counting the Rays out
of the picture. There was no way
Tampa Bay was going to be able
to continue to keep up with the
powerhouse Red Sox and
Yankees. Then they grabbed first
place and never looked back.
Suddenly there were three
major contenders for the AL
East crown, all of whom

unheard of, it's not right, but for
Red Sox fans, it's like
Christmas.
The Red Sox will make the
playoffs. I don't think anyone
believes they can collapse on
such a major level as to blow a
five game wild-card lead over
the Minnesota Twins and
Chicago White Sox. Though you
have to remember, the season
isn't over yet, and 2 1/2 games

receivers
with
three
from page 20 receptions
for 73 yards.
In the second half, the
UMaine offense was held scoreless, but Stony Brook's offense
was held in check as well, scoring only three points.
Coming into the game, the
Seawolves rushing attack had
averaged 233.5 rushing yards
per game. On Saturday, the
Black Bears held Stony Brook to
just 72 yards rushing. Two-time
Big South Freshman of the Week
running back Edwin Gowins had
just 37 yards on the ground.
"Once we were able to stop
the run, we made them onedimensional, and that's when we
got after them," said Belcher
who had eight tackles, including
a sack. "We just played 'Black
Hole' football."
"They prepared hard and well

all-week long," said UMaine
coach Jack Cosgrove. "I know
they battled hard for 60 minutes."
While the Stony Brook rushing attack struggled, Fluellen
and the Black Bear running
attack had some success, running for 181 yards.
Fluellen ran for 117 yards on
17 carries. The senior running
back has rushed for over 100
yards in each of the team's first
three games.
On defense, the Black Bears
were led in tackles by cornerback Lionel Nixon Jr. with 11
tackles. Junior college transfer
Jonas Rousseau had three sacks
for UMaine.
"They outplayed us, physically and emotionally," added
Priore.
Another bright spot for the
Black Bears was taking care of
the ball. For the second straight

Football

"The Sox are veterans
of the postseason.
The Rays are veterans
of sitting at home and
watching the postseason. Who do you
think has the
advantage?"

isn't a convincing lead with 14
games to play, especially when
three of them are against the
team you are leading. Here is the
major difference between the
Rays and the Sox. The Sox are
veterans of the postseason. The
Rays are veterans of sitting at
home and watching the post-season. Who do you think has the
advantage?
The AL East remains up for
grabs, as is the AL Central with
the White Sox battling the
Twins. The AL West, however,
is not very exciting, mostly
because the Angels already
clinched the title over their nearest opponent Texas, who were
18 1/2 games behind. No, seriously.
Meanwhile, the National
League West is depressing with
the leader for the title, the Los
Angeles Dodgers, being six
games over .500 at 77-71, one
win less than the New York
Yankees who are 11 games out.
The Cubs seem prime to take the
NL Central division, if not only
to reach the playoffs and slap
their fans in the face with a terrible showing. The NL East is
the most exciting with the

See MLB on page 17
game, they did not commit a
turnover. Farkes, whose 12-for22 passing effort for 148 yards
paced UMaine, has thrown
seven touchdowns to zero interceptions over the last two
games.
"We didn't turn it over. We
had a plus-four tonight which is
real good," Cosgrove said. "We
make a big deal about that."
Despite outperforming Stony
Brook, Cosgrove believes the
team has many areas to improve
on, citing specifically the kicking game. Freshman placekicker
Brian Harvey missed two field
goals on the night, making it
four consecutive he has missed.
The Black Bears open
Colonial Athletic Association
play next Saturday when they
head south to play Richmond (21, 1-0 CAA). Kickoff is scheduled for 3 p.m.

Yankee Mystique Gone
Toiling through life as a Red Sox fan in the 1990s and
early 2000s brought much more misery than it did pleasure. The glory days of the Dan Duquette-era brought us
trade deadline deals for Dante Bichette, a pillaged minorleague system, and worst of all, an endlessly frustrating
futility against the Yankees. Since the heartbreaking 2003
ALCS that made Aaron Boone this generation's Bucky
Dent, the tables have decidedly turned. It used to be the
Yankees that could pluck Derek Jeters, Alfonso Sorianos
and Mariano Riveras from their farm system, and now it is
the Red Sox who from Papelbon and Pedroia to Ellsbury
and Masterson, seem to have an endless stream of bigleague quality talent. The Sox have restocked and built
around their young guys, while the Yankees have been doling out cash to aging veterans whose games can no longer
match their big names. The situation has gotten so bad (by'
Yankees Standards) that they will likely finish 4th in the
AL East this season and miss the playoffs for the first time
since I was packing my lunch in a Ninja Turtles lunchbox.
All of this means that there is no longer anything to fear
with the Yankees. They are desperate, dejected and worst
of all mediocre, and they do it all with baseball's highest
payroll. So at least for this year, forget Sox-Yanks—the
mystique isn't there. Give me Sox-Rays, where the talent
is superior and the palpable animosity always makes for an
exciting game.

Amy Brooks•The Maine Campus
The Black Bears' defense fights to recover a Stony Brook fumble during Saturday's home game.
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Freshmen pace UMaine Rugby prepares
for Bates match
at Dartmouth College
By Derek McKinley
The University of Maine
cross country teams started their
season at Dartmouth College on
Saturday. The Black Bear men
and women ended the day with
matching fifth-place finishes.
With a major influx of freshman talent powering both teams
this season, UMaine's first-year
phenoms wasted little time
announcing their presence.
Recent Bangor High School
graduate Riley Masters led the
men's team, finishing 15th in 26
minutes, 45.70 seconds.
The men's team is also bolstered by a strong contingent of
returning juniors that includes
12th-place
season's
last
America East finisher Miles
Bartlett and 17th-place America
East finisher Chris Harmon.
On Saturday, it was Corey
Bean who led the veteran juniors, finishing second for the
team in 19th place (26:54.30).
After missing all of his freshman year and completing a
respectable season in 2007, several Black Bear runners believe
Bean is on the cusp of a breakout season. Bean, on the other
hand, is focused on a team finish.
"I think we're going to surprise some people this year,"
said Bean. "My goal personally

is to help our team win an
America East championship."
Bean's team-first mentality is
a reflection of senior captain
Chuck Therriault's mantra for
the season.

Cross Country
"I hope to try to bring the
team together as a unit and finish strong," said Therriault.
"There are no individuals; we're
just one team."
Therriault, the 47th-place
at
Dartmouth
finisher
(27:43.90), credits a strong preseason for the team's preparedness.

"I think we're going
to surprise some
people this year."
Corey Bean
Junior
UMaine Cross Country

"It's an interesting team. We
have a lot of freshman, so we're
younger than I've ever seen in
my time here," said Therriault.
"We all trained well over the

summer, so we're at a good
point right now. We just want to
peak at the end of the season
when it matters."
The Black Bear men welcomed back junior Chris
Harmon, who missed the indoor
and outdoor track seasons last
year while studying at Geroge
in
University
Washington
Washington, D.C. Harmon, the
at
finisher
35th-place
Dartmouth (27:20.20), was
eager to get back to competition.
"It was nice being in D.C.,
but now I guess the pressure is
kind of on me to perform well
for the team," said Harmon. "I
feel a little shaky getting back
into it, but I'm happy to be
back. Great team, great coach,
so just a little hard work on my
part and I should be back at the
top."
The men's team entered this
season tied for third in the
America East rankings, but they
have set their sights much higher.
"I tend to be skeptical of statistics and very confident in my
team," said Harmon. "I think
with a little work this season we
can take the conference."
The fifth-ranked Black Bear
women also benefited from

See RUNNING on page 17

In order to achieve that coveted spot in the post-season, the
In football, it is Sunday that team agrees everyone must get
counts. In rugby, Saturday is along and contribute as a team.
"Really, our goal this season
game day, at least for the next
to win, communicate and
is
few weeks when the University
work
together to become a
team
rugby
women's
of Maine
will battle five colleges for a stronger team," said Nikki
chance to receive glory and Tay lor.
Leadership and dedication,
post-season honors.
with the return of
coupled
UMaine
Last spring, the
players like
strong
veteran
a
finished
team
rugby
women's
solid season and, for the first Amanda Kulik, Kelly L. White
time since 2005, won the pres- and Lindsey McKenna will provide an additional spark for the
tigious Maine cup.
team
this year. Despite the fact
the
later,
Now, three months
team is back on the rugby field that the team lost a few key
starters to graduand is looking to
many
ation,
secure a berth in
s
Women'
Rugby
players
younger
the post-season
are eager to step
once again, this
time with help from a hardened up and participate in the game
veteran team and a strong of rugby.
"Rugby seemed like a really
group of freshmen players.
intense sport," said
great,
is
Currently, the rugby team
Biede, a first-year and
Virginia
game
first
their
for
preparing
next Saturday against in-state newcomer to the sport. "Also,
rival Bates College. In addition the team seemed like a fun
to Bates, they will have to face group of girls, and it was somefour other teams this year: thing new and different."
While there are new faces on
University of New Hampshire,
Bowdoin the field this season, the
College,
Colby
College and University of women's rugby team will have
strong leadership from senior
Maine at Farmington.
captain
Catherine Ridge and
If the team is successful
Victoria
junior
captain
they
season,
the
throughout
will get the chance to play Passmore. For the second season
against other teams in the playSee RUGBY on page 17
offs.

By Laila Sholtz-Ames

START COMMANDING AT TENTiCO,

START OUT ON TOP.
START 9MSlpqC THE ISAFr

T ilato>fINISijr".

START LEADING FROM DAY ONE.

START STRONG.
you want to bo a Ioadiir i- Mc. ,o
Army ROTCkih oIIee is the strongestrway to start. Arm... ROTC provides hands•on
leadership diVetopment to rouhd out your college studies. Pus yo.. tan earn a LAItuition merit:based scholarship. Atter graduation, you' begin yo*.r career as an
Army OffIcerll Wtrt'a start like that. there's no lirWt to .A—at yzio ca'heve

Thucos strotig, ThOhl,hcre's Army StromV;

Contact MAJ Darryl W. Lyon at 207-624-2307 or darrytlyoniimarmy.mil

No Yankees? No problem. Boston and Tampa Bay battle
for supremacy without any trouble from the Bronx.
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UM tops Stony Brook in home opener
Farkes, Jones command aerial attack, defense records 7 sacks against Seawolves
By Adam Clark

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Adam Parkes looks to pass as Stony Brook approaches. Farkes
ended the game with 148 passing yards.

In the 2007 football season,
the University of Maine had one
glaring weakness — the passing
game.
Quarterback Adam Farkes
threw for only seven touchdowns last season while splitting time at the position. The
Black Bears threw for only 11
passing touchdowns as a team
and did not record their first
until the fourth game of the season.
After an opening weekend
loss at Iowa, UMaine rallied last
weekend at Monmouth behind
Farkes, who threw for three
touchdowns.
On Saturday night, the Black
Bear passing game took another
step forward in their home opener. ,
Farkes threw for four firsthalf touchdowns, including two
to Tyre11 Jones. The Black Bears
never looked back as they beat
the Stony Brook Seawolves 2813 at Alfond Stadium in front of
a crowd of 6,425.
"A lot of guys were making
big plays, especially guys like
Tyre11," said Farkes, who tied
his career-high for touchdown
passes in a season. "We've been
saying since camp that our passing game has a lot of potential."
Following a three-and-out on

the opening drive of the game
and a Stony Brook (1-2) touchdown, the Black Bears responded, scoring 28 of the game's
next 31 points.
Landis
Williams
gave
UMaine (2-1) great field position on the next drive when he
returned the kickoff 38 yards to
the Black Bear 44. After two
incomplete
passes, Farkes
dumped the ball off to Jhamal
Fluellen for 28 yards and the
first down.

Football

UM
Stony Brook

28
13

Four plays later, the Black
Bears were faced with a fourthand-12 at the Stony Brook 30yard line. Farkes connected with
Jones for the first of his two
touchdowns in the right corner
of the endzone to tie the game.
The next Stony Brook drive
ended after three plays when
Jonathan Pirruccello forced a
fumble by quarterback Dayne
Hoffman and Jovan Belcher
recovered it at the Stony Brook
26. That was one of four forced
turnovers on the day.

"They played very well as a
defensive front and linebacking
corps," said Stony Brook coach
Chuck Priore of a defense that
had 10 tackles for loss, including seven sacks. "They controlled the line of scrimmage
against us, and that caused some
real problems."
On the next play from scrimmage, UMaine took the lead for
good when Farkes found tight
end Derek Buttles for a 26-yard
touchdown.
After Stony Brook's Luke
Gaddis kicked a 32-yard field
goal, Farkes threw his third
touchdown midway through the
second quarter when Williams
caught a pass from three yards
out to make it 21-10.
With 1:21 left in the first half.
Farkes found Jones for a touchdown once again.
The sophomore wide receiver
who is seeing his first extensive
action this season made a diving
grab in the left side of the end
zone to make it 28-10.
"It was a little stop-and-go
route and [the cornerback] bit,
so I knew I had him," said
Jones, who caught his first two
career touchdown passes. "The
ball was a little bit inside, so
knew I had to make a big play."
Jones led
Black
Bear

See FOOTBALL on page 18

Black Bears, Bulldogs fight to stalemate
LaBelle's first-half equalizer continues UMaine women's soccer undefeated streak
By Steven McCarthy

had trouble finding their
offense early and fell behind
The University of Maine five minutes into the match
Black Bear women's soccer when Bulldogs midfielder
team went into Saturday's Sarah Donovan scored on a
home matchup with Bryant shot from 20 yards out that
University hoping to break UMaine goalkeeper Jasmine
their streak of four consecutive Phillips could not reach.
The Black Bears rebounded
overtime matches. Ninety minmidway through the first half
utes later, they
when
senior
found themselves
in that all-too- Women's Soccer Christine
LaBelle took a
familiar situation.
cross
from
Two overtime
Veronique Fleury
sessions
could
and
not settle the um
beat the
Bryant goalkeepmatch,
and
er on a difficult
UMaine
and Bryant
shot in traffic.
Bryant ended in a
"We practice it every prac1- I tie.
The Black Bears came away tice, that run and shoot,"
with their fourth tie of the sea- LaBelle said. "She [Fleury]
son to remain undefeated at 2- ended up seeing me, and I took
0-4. Bryant improves to 1-4-1. my touch and turned to face the
Even though UMaine was net, and there was nothing
able to come away with a win there, so I just hit a goal."
It was LaBelle's second goal
in last Sunday's double overtime thriller with Iona, the team in the last three matches.
The teams broke for halftime
is still without leading scorer
Laura Martel, who is out with a tied 1-1.
knee injury. The Black Bears
See SOCCER on page 17

1
1

Peter Buehner + The Maine Campus
Sady Tobin, #13, attempts to score during Saturday's game. UMaine tied Bryant 1-1 after double overtime.

